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ABSTRACT
FUME GENERATION IN GAS METAL 
ARC WELDING 
by
Robert V. Albert 
University of New Hampshire, December 1996
This investigation studied fume generated from Gas 
Metal Arc Welding (GMAW). Through an extensive literature 
review, experimental measurements and analytical 
reasoning this dissertation answers four questions. Why 
and how does oxygen content of the shield gas effect fume 
generation? Why is more fume generated with helium than 
with argon as a shield gas? Why and how does welding mode 
affect fume rate? Why and how does pulsing the current 
lower fume generation rate?
An extensive literature survey was conducted. The 
current view of GMAW indicates that four modes exist in 
metal transfer across the arc. Each mode selects from 
several mechanisms of fume creation. These mechanisms are 
drop evaporation, arc root evaporation, explosive 
evaporation, fine spray and spatter and burning of 
spatter.
GMAW heat transfer was analyzed to include radiation 
effects. Convective heat transfer was found to be much
x
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less important than previously thought. A new model for 
mass transfer of fume with chemical reaction explained 
the increase in fume with both oxygen and helium in the 
shield gas. For the first time a force balance along with 
the heat transfer was used to axplain the effects on fume 
formation.
The new heat and mass transfer analysis showed that 
in past and present data, mode effected fume by using 
more/fewer of the possible mechanisms noted above. The 
magnitude and severity of the effect on each mechanism 
depended not only on current and voltage, but was clearly 
effected by which mode was operating.
A fume collection box was built. Analysis of fume 
generated in this box confirmed many past findings, as 
well as the theoretical mechanisms behind them. Particle 
size measurements were attempted using nitrogen 
adsorption. Unfortunately the size measurements were 
inconclusive.
xi




Occupational safety and health are important issues 
in an enlightened society. Exposure of workers to 
asbestos, painting solvents, and other irritants or 
hazards in confined spaces are vitally important 
in occupational safety and health. Recently welding fume 
and its physiological effects has begun to receive 
serious attention.
Weld fume is composed of substances that vaporize in 
the welding arc and then condense to form solid particles 
The impact of welding fume on human health is an open 
question. Although population studies have linked the 
occupation of welding with a variety of pulmonary 
diseases, this link does not extend to the inhalation of 
weld fume. One major concern is an excessive incidence of 
lung cancer among welders. Other severe illnesses and 
death also appear to be higher among welders then the 
general population. This is true even when exposures are 
below current U.S. Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) limits. The use of tobacco and 
asbestos exposure cloud the issue and some researchers 
conclude fume is a factor, other conclude, as will be 
seen, that it isn't.
On the basis of this limited evidence OSHA has 
proposed to reduce welding fume concentrations to the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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lowest feasible levels. NIOSH (National Institute Of
Occupational Safety and Health) is the research arm of
OSHA. It performs statistical studies to show
occupational correlations with various diseases. It also
conducts and gathers information on animal studies. NIOSH
can decide whether more regulation of welding fume is
1
warranted or not. In a recent review of welding , NIOSH 
concluded that OSHA should establish a new, stricter 
regulations for this occupation.
Historically, industrial hygienists and regulators 
tended to ignore weld fume for several reasons;
(a) Fire, the primary hazard of welding tends to mask 
more subtle risks such as fume inhalation.
(b) Fume is a difficult contaminant to monitor. 
Exposures can vary widely depending on the size of the 
room, position of a welders breathing zone, ventilation 
in the areas and other variables, All can affect a 
worker's exposure.
(c) Many acute symptoms of exposure to metal fumes 
are similar to those of a mild cold or flu. Victim's are 
often not able to link exposures to symptoms.
(d) Welding as a trade, can be more demanding than 
many. Welders tend to be astute and self-reliant. Thus, 
they are less likely to look for help outside of 
themselves and don't complain.
An impetus for current research stems from the OSHA's 
recent decision to drastically cut permissible work place
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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concentrations of metal fumes by one order of magnitude. 
In most plants, air quality is controlled by ventilation 
or filtration. To reach new standards through increased 
ventilation, it is estimated that U.S. factories would 
need to spend about $60 million in capital plus another 
$4 to $12 million per year for maintenance and operating 
expense. On the other hand, from OSHA's point of view, 
medical fees, litigation expenses and lifestyle 
limitations attributed to welding fume could easily cost 
much more.
Although the courts recently overturned OSHA's 
standard for welding fume, most observers expect the 
issue to re-emerge again. Meanwhile new solutions show 
promise. For example, fume can be reduced significantly 
using pulsed-current power supplies. No doubt, a better 
understanding of welding fume and how it is generated 
will aid the discovery of new and better solutions to the 
problem.
A fundamental understanding of fume, and its impact 
on health requires knowledge of welding technology, 
welding physics, particle formation, and toxicology.
These topics are discussed in this document.
This thesis does not try to show a new methods for 
fume measurement and creation, since there is much data 
out there that is not well understood. It uses data from 
this and other studies to understand the fundamentals of 
fume generation. It is organized as follows;
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(a) Chapter 2 Background. Describes an historical 
perspective, describes the basics of welding fume itself 
and fume's physiological effects.
(b) Chapter 3 Theory. Explains Gas Metal Arc Welding 
(GMAW) metal transfer, including plasma jet physics, 
metal vapor transfer, their effects on fume production, 
and rat bioassays.
(c) Chapter 4 Experimental Results. Includes data on 
welding fume produced during this research. Rates were 
measured using different shield gas compositions with 
both pulse current and spray transfer welding arc. Fume 
characteristics determined from BET surface area 
measurements. Electron Scanning Chemical Analyses(ESCA) , 
and X-ray surface analyses are presented. Some 
electromicrographs are included. Toxilogical evaluations 
based on rat bioassays conducted by colleagues at the 
Harvard School Of Public Health are also reviewed.
(d) Chapter 5 Discussion. Experimental results are 
compared between with past studies and theory.
(e) Chapter 6 Conclusions. This work is summarized 
and recommendations for further research are stated.





Arc welding is but one of many forms of welding. The 
art of working and hardening steel, an advanced stage of 
metal working, which took centuries to reach was common 
practice 30 centuries ago in Greece. By the time of the 
Renaissance, welding with fire had become an established 
practice. Parts to be joined were properly shaped and 
reheated to the right temperature in a forge or furnace 
before being hammered, rolled, or pressed together.
Credit for modern welding is generally given to Sir 
50
Humphrey Davy . As far back as 1801, Davy led the 
development of arc welding and a new era in the art of 
joining metals. While experimenting with the infant 
science of electricity, he discovered that an arc could 
be created, maintained, and varied. For years afterward, 
it existed as a scientific toy with no practical use. In 
fact, Davy did not use the term arc until 20 years after 
its discovery.
A number of attempts were made starting in 1881 to 
arc weld. Auguste de Meritens tried to weld lead plates 
in a storage battery. In 1887 Nikolas de Bernardo and 
Stanislav Olszewski received a British patent for a 
carbon arc welder. In 1889 a Russian N.G. Slavianoff
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announced a process in which the carbon electrode was
replaced by a metal rod. After the arc was struck, the
rod gradually melted and added fused metal. Unaware of
Slavianoffs work, Charles Coffin was granted a U.S.
patent for the same process in metal arc welding. (Coffin
51
later became president of General Electric Company. )
As welding developed, so did workplace safety. In
1906, the first corporate safety policy was issued by the
president of U.S. Steel. It said "Nothing which would add
51
to the protection of the workman shall be neglected"
In 1911, the first workman's compensation act was passed, 
and the Association of Iron and Steel Electrical 
Engineers began activities which led to the creation of 
the National Safety Council. By the end of 1916, all 
challenges to the workman's compensation act had died in 
court and a thorough study of the effects of ultraviolet 
light was completed.
In the 1930's, welder's pneumoconiosis was first 
recognized. In 1944, the American Welding Society (AWS) 
took part in setting American standards for safety in 
electrical and gas welding and cutting operations. Since 
1946, these standards have been American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) standard z49.1, Safety in 
Welding and Cutting.
Arc welding has enjoyed phenomenal growth in the 
past three decades as well as quantum improvements in 
safety. In late 1965, more than four years before the
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passage of the Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and 
Health Act (OSHA), the AWS Filler Metal Committee 
established a warning label for filler metals.
In the 1970's, AWS through its Safety and Health 
Committee, initiated new moves to upgrade the welding 
environment. Research into the hazards of welding, 
updating of standards in welding, world wide literature 
searches in welding safety were among these activities. 
All of these activities continue today.
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FUME IN GENERAL
Fume from welding can be difficult to classify. 
Composition and quantity of fume depend on the process; 
the consumables (i.e. electrodes, shield gases) used; 
coatings on the work such as paint, galvanizing, or 
plating; and contaminants in the atmosphere, such as 
halogenated hydrocarbon vapors from cleaning and 
degreasing. Fume is produced by oxidation and 
condensation of components vaporized in the welding arc. 
In rare cases, significant amounts of fume can come from 
the base metal if it contains alloying elements or a 
volatile coating.
For most common types of arc welding, a shielding gas 
must be used. The type of shield gas affects both fume 
composition and fume generation rate. For example, fume 
generation rates are usually greater with carbon dioxide 
than with helium and higher with helium than with argon.
Fume generation rates also depend on composition 
of the filler rod or electrode used. Coated and flux- 
cored electrodes are designed to decompose and generate 
protective gases during welding. Hence they produce 
larger amounts of fume.
Welding machine parameters also effect fume rates. 
Voltage sets the length of the arc. Current dictates wire 
feed speed. In general, increasing current or voltage
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will increase fume. The speed at which a welder 
progresses over the base plate ("travel speed") does not 
significantly change fume generation rate.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Weld fume normally enters the body through
inhalation. Once in the lungs it can remain there or be
absorbed into the blood stream. Fume can also enter the
body by ingestion, such as when a person eats, drinks, or
smokes in a contaminated work area. Once inside the body
each toxin initiates an effect which may be acute or
chronic in nature. By definition, acute injuries develop
shortly after exposure and do not last very long (i.e. a
few days). Chronic injuries are long term and may not be
3
evident years after exposure .
The most common acute effect of fume exposure is 
metal fume fever. Caused by excessive inhalation of metal 
oxide fumes, it displays symptoms of the flu. Fever, 
chills, general malaise, joint pain, cough, sore throat, 
chest tightness and fatigue usually appear four to twelve 
hours after exposure. Metal fume fever can last one to 
two days, and has been linked specifically to cadmium, 
copper, nickel and zinc exposure. Welding fume has also 
caused short term lung deficits such as pneumonitis and 
acute bronchitis.
Several chronic illnesses are associated with 
welding. Cadmium can cause liver damage for example. 
Contact dermatitis, has been attributed to chrome. Some 
chronic diseases are related to airway irritation. These 
include pneumoconiosis, a broad term for permanent lung 
damage, and bronchitis (damage to the bronchiol tubes,
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the entry way to the lungs). The terms acute and chronic 
are also used to describe how a disease was obtained, 
either quickly or over a long period of time.
Aluminum, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, iron, lead, 
manganese, nickel, titanium, and zinc are metallic health 
stressors (materials that tax the body). Fluoride 
containing compounds and silica are also major stressors. 
All of these materials are found in welding components of 
one type or another. Moreover, each has its own known 
specific physiological effect. For example, a person 
welding galvanized metal who breathes the zinc-containing 
fume is likely to suffer metal fume fever. Clinical signs 
of this exposure are upper respiratory infection such as 
influenza, acute bronchitis, pneumonia, or an upset 
stomach. Chills, shivering, nausea, and vomiting may 
occur during severe exposure. An extended period of 
exhaustion may follow.
In addition to fumes, some noxious gases are 
generated during welding. These include carbon monoxide, 
oxides of nitrogen, ozone (generated by ultraviolet 
light), and various other photochemical and pyrolytic 
decomposition products of halogenated hydrocarbons that 
might be present near a welding arc.
There are direct physical dangers associated 
with arc welding. Shielding gases such as argon, 
nitrogen, helium and carbon dioxide, though innocuous 
under normal circumstances can asphyxiate when released
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in confined areas. Electromagnetic radiation, ultraviolet 
and infrared, can burn exposed skin or eyes. Welding 
noise can cause hearing loss. The threat of electric 
shock and fire are always present in arc welding.
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ARC WELDING IN GENERAL
Although mass transfer, force balances and chemical 
reaction are familiar to the chemical engineer, welding 
is not. To understand this, it is imperative, to grasp 
the welding process.
Welding is the joining of two or more metal pieces 
through melting. Arc welding refers to processes that use 
an electric arc as the source of heat to melt and join 
metals. An arc is started when the electrode "strikes" 
(touches and then lifts) from the workpiece. Electrodes 
can be either consumable wires or rods or nonconsumable 
(carbon or tungsten) rods which carry the welding 
current. Consumable electrodes not only conduct current 
to sustain the arc but also melt and supply filler metal 
to the joint. Some consumable electrodes contain a 
coating or core that melts to produce a slag covering 
that protects the "work" (hot metal being joined) from 
oxidation. Various types of arc welding include Shielded 
Metal Arc Welding (SMAW), Submerged Arc Welding (SAW),
Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW), Fluxed Cored Arc 
Welding (FCAW) and Gas Shielded Metal Arc Welding 
(GSMAW). Each is explained below.
SMAW is the first arc welding process (see Figure 1) 
It is a simple and versatile process for welding ferrous 
and several nonferrous base metals. Commonly called
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"stick welding", the function of the electrode is to 
establish an arc and deposit a bead of metal on the base 
metal. Electrodes are of specific alloy composition and 
are coated with a granular layer designed to; (1) provide 
a protective slag over the molten metal, (2) provide a 
gas shield (to prevent oxidation) over the arc, and (3) 
deposit a small alloying content in the weld. Coatings 
may include titanium dioxide, calcium carbonate, clay, 
talc ,asbestos and various other salts, oxides or 
minerals.
Covered "stick" electrodes are produced in a variety 
of diameters normally ranging from, 2 to 8 mm (1/16 to 
5/16 inches). Smaller diameters are used with low 








7 / METAL AND SLAG 
DROPLETS
T PENETRATIONDEPTHBASE METAL
 DIRECTION OF WELDING
Figure 1 shielded metal arc welding 
(SMAW) or "stick welding" from ref(2)
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Larger diameters are designed for conducting high 
currents to achieve greater deposition rates in the flat 
and horizontal positions. SMAW has the advantage of 
allowing job shops to handle many welding applications 
with a limited variety of electrodes. The equipment is 
simple, lightweight, and low in cost. (Solid state power 
sources are the size of a small suitcase.) Being so 
uncomplicated and portable, stick welding is popular for 
maintenance and field construction work.
In Submerged Arc Welding (SAW), both the arc and 
molten metal are shielded by an envelope of molten flux 
and a layer of unfused granular flux particles (see 
Figure 2). Shielding is obtained with a bed of granular 
material that contains soluble fluoride compounds. This 
process eliminates ultraviolet (U.V.) exposure and 
reduces metal fume emission.




FUSED FLUX FINISHED WELD SURFACE 
SOUOIFIED SLAG /GRANULATED, 
FLUX /
. V-GROOVE
BASE METALWELD METALWELD POOL
WORK LEAD
WELD BACKING
Figure 2 submerged arc welding (SAW) from ref (2)
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In SAW, high welding currents can be employed to 
produce high metal deposition rates at substantial cost 
savings. Deep joint penetration can be achieved. Edge 
preparation (removal of rust and dirt etc.) is not 
required in many cases. Its disadvantages are, it can 
only be used when the work is lying flat. Because it 
releases large amounts of heat it is not always the best 
choice to be used on high carbon steels, high strength 
structural steels, and nickel alloys. Before making 
another pass the slag must be completely removed. It is 
often used in automated systems, where large amounts of 
metal must be laid down.
In Gas Shielded Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) the 
electrode is a nonconsumable, thoriated or zirconiated, 
tungsten electrode. Inert gas flows around the electrode 
blanketing the arc and molten metal. Filler rod is fed 
manually from the side. (Although the metal oxides 
generated from the electrode [i.e.thorium oxide) can be 
highly toxic, the amounts are to small to present a 
hazard to the welder.)
In Flux-Cored Arc Welding (FCAW), the electrode is a 
hollow tube that contains ingredients which, when heated, 
supply shielding gas to protect the molten metal. It has 
the advantage of being more productive than SMAW. The 
major disadvantage of FCAW is the higher cost and
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complexity of the equipment, and the restriction of the 
operating distance to the feeder. The higher productivity 
of FCAW may generate greater fume.
Gas-Shielded Metal Arc Welding or Gas Metal Arc 
Welding (GMAW), employs a welding torch with a moving 
consumable wire at its center. This electrode maintains 
the arc as it melts into the weldment (see Figure 3). At 
the torch tip, an annular passage supplies helium, argon, 
carbon dioxide, oxygen or a blend of these gases to 
surround the electrode wire. The process often uses high 
current densities that create high fume concentrations. 
Shield gases have a dual purpose: (l)To protect the weld 
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Figure 3. gas shielded metal arc welding GMAW
from ref (2)
GMAW can join just about any metal, using many 
joint configurations, and in all weld positions. 
Depending on how variables are set, GMAW can display
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three different modes of transfer: short circuit, 
globular and spray, in order of increasing current. Each 
mode has its advantages and limitations.
Short circuiting requires current to be below a 
threshold level. Current and deposition rate are limited 
by using power sources which allow metal to be 
transferred across the arc only during intervals of 
controlled short circuits (where metal contacts the base 
plate), occurring at rates in excess of 50 per second. 
This process is easy to use. It can weld thin sections 
and joints that are difficult to reach. Incomplete fusion 
can be a problem, however, because of the low energy 
used. This causes weld failures
In globular transfer, the molten electrode falls as a 
large glob across the arc. By definition it is different 
than spray transfer by having a globe larger than the 
diameter of the electrode. It is obtained at currents 
lower than that used in spray transfer.
Spray transfer describes an axial flow of small 
discrete, metal droplets at rates of several hundred per 
second. Argon or argon-rich gas mixtures are necessary to 
shield this arc. Direct current positive power, with the 
electrode connected to the positive side, is almost 
always used. Metal transfer is stable and spatter free. 
Because of the high energy associated with spray transfer 
it is difficult to use on sheet metal without burning 
holes through it ("burn through”). GMAW spray transfer is
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also limited in overhead work and vertical work with 
steels.
Pulsed current transfer is achieved by pulsing the 
welding current back and forth between low to high 
current levels. To suppress globular transfer, the time 
period between pulses is less than the time for transfer 
by the globular mode. The pulse must be long enough to 
complete a drop in the spray mode. A representative pulse 












Figure 4. Pulsed current Welding from ref (2)
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Fume Generation
Heile and Hill of Linde Corporation developed a 
method for measuring fume formation rate. It was used to 
determine fume emission from SMAW (Shielded Metal Arc 
Welding), GMAW (Gas Shielded Metal Arc Welding), FCAW 
(Flux Cored Arc Welding), and GTAW (Gas Tungsten Arc 
Welding). They used an isokinetic probe to collect 
samples and investigated the dependence of fume 
concentration on voltage, current, work travel speed, and 
plate thickness. Experimental variations were large at 
first, ±40% from sample to sample, but they were able to 
reduce this to ±20% by increasing the length of time a 
sample was taken.
Fume formation rates varied negligibly with plate 
thickness, and work travel speed. Increasing the travel 
speed by a factor of two, for example, produced only a 
5% decrease in fume.
Fume quantity was found to vary greatly from one 
welding process to another. For example, flux cored arc 
welding generated up to five times more fume than Gas 
Shielded Arc Welding. In GMAW, gas composition, voltage 
and current were the most important variables affecting 
fume generation rates.
57
In 1973, Battelle-Columbus laboratories conducted a 
review of literature regarding the welding environment.
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Their report discussed a broad range of welding and 
health topics from animals studies and industrial hygiene 
to fume generation. They developed an enclosure to 
collect all fume generated during a weld. They saw this 
as a way of estimating total exposure for workers in a
welding shop.
10
Battelle followed up with another study sponsored
by the American Welding Society in 1979. It considered 
ventilation, arc welding, brazing, thermal spraying and 
oxyacetylene cutting. The authors reviewed literature on 
these subjects, and measured fume emission rates for 
various materials and types of welding.
Like Heile and Hill, Battelle researchers welded a 
bead on top of a rotating plate. However, at Batelle all 
of the fiame generated was collected. This differed from 
isokinetic samples taken by Heile and Hill which 
represented a fraction of the fume.
The Battelle enclosure mentioned in the 1979 study 
and shown in Figure 5 was a sheet metal box 33 cubic feet 
in volume. It tapered inward at the top to an area where 
filter holders were mounted. The welding torch was 
manipulated through a glove port. Holes, placed at the 
bottom of the chamber, allowed an upflow of air during 
welding and sampling. They used glass fiber absolute 
filters which had a high collection efficiency for 
particles below 1 micron. To minimize blanking, a 
prefilter was included which consisted of glass fiber
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insulation.
Figure 5. Battelle fume collection box, 
contains variable speed turn table inside.
Their study covered FCAW, GMAW, SMAW, and GTAW. Fume 
rates were measured for 14 flux coated stick electrodes 
and seven flux cored electrodes as well as unfluxed 
carbon steel, aluminum, stainless steel and both low and 
high alloy steel wire electodes. Fume characteristics 
were investigated as a function of current, voltage and 
arc length. Fume generation rates were measured for a 
variety of voltages, currents, electrodes and shield 
gases. They found fume increased with both current and 
voltage.
55
In 1982, Ma and Apps explored broad ranges of 
current in gas-shielded metal arc welding of mild steel.
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They observed three distinct modes of electrode to 
baseplate metal transfer; globular, spray and streaming. 
They also took high speed cine photographs, showing that 
methods of metal detachment in each mode are different. 
Droplets are smaller and travel faster in spray mode than 
in either of the other two. Ma and Apps point out that 
minimum fume rates measured by Heile and Hill correspond
to droplet spray conditions.
56
Gray, Hewitt and Hicks like Batelle used an 
enclosure to surround a GMAW torch and a rotating disk 
workpiece. It is illustrated in Figure 6 taken from their 
1980 paper. All exhaust from the chamber was passed 
through a fiberglass filter to collect the fume. Filter 
blanking limited meaningful experiments to 15 seconds.
(At 120 seconds, recovered fume dropped to 50% of what 
was expected at the 15 second rate). They studied 316 
stainless steel using Argon containing 0-8% Oxygen shield 
gas. They also varied compositions of the surrounding 
atmosphere while using pure argon as the shield gas.
Fume generation rates were found to increase with 
oxygen content of both shield gas and the surrounding 
atmosphere. (The dependance on atmosphere was attributed 
to secondary combustion of hot spatter droplets as they 
entered the oxygen rich atmosphere. Under some 
conditions, up to 30% of the total fume was traced to 
this cause.) Results were correlated with current and 
shield/surround gas composition. Voltage was not
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reported. They concluded
Figure 6. Fume box of Gray, Hewitt and Hicks 
designed and built at Bradford University.
that 90% or more of the fume originated from the 
consumable, and that emissions from a clean base plate 
can be ignored.
53
In their first 1982 paper , Gray, Hewitt, and Dare 
explored the medical aspects of exposure to welding fume, 
especially that from stainless steel. The elemental
composition of that fume was also reported.
60
They followed with a second comprehensive article 
reporting experimental results and a theoretical basis 
for fume generation in the GMAW of 316 stainless steel. 
Effects of voltage, current, shield gas composition, and 
filler-wire composition were considered. Like Ma and
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Apps, they stressed the importance of metal transfer 
mechanism on fume generation rate. The composition of 
their stainless steel fume varied with metal transfer 
mode. They attributed this to the changing importance of 
vaporization versus explosive erosion of the electrode as 
the mode shifts from short circuit through globular and 
spray to streaming transfer. They concluded that shield 
gas, voltage, and metal transfer mode were the most 
important variables; more significant than current. Their 
correlation is important to this study and will be 
described in greater detail later.
59
In 1986, Willingham and Hilton reported on GMAW of 
stainless steel. They used an enclosure similar to the 
AWS/Battelle system, except it moved with an automatic 
tracker system, along a bar. A flexible skirt around the 
base of the chamber sealed it from the outside. They used 
an absolute glass fiber filter to collect samples, 
reporting ±10% reproducibility in 30 to 60 second 
sampling periods.
Oxidant level in argon based shielding gases affected 
fume rate, but the influence of helium was even more 
important. They found up to three times more fume 
generated with helium than with argon. Samples were 
extracted at voltages "normally selected" by an 
experienced welder. (This tended to be near the spray 
transfer mode and usually produced the least fume.) 
Variation of even 1 or 2 volts shifted the welding mode
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enough to markedly influence fume rates.
Willingham and Hilton focused on stainless steel 
because of a growing concern with the toxicity of 
hexavalent chromium and nickel. They found that the ratio 
of hexavalent to total chromium was highest in the dip 
(the British term for the "short circuit" condition) 
transfer mode. Their data confirm evidence from other 
researchers that shield gas composition, voltage, current 
and welding mode are the most important variables to 
affect fume rates. They also presented some interesting 
three-dimensional plots that illustrate the relationships 
between fume rate, voltage, current, and transfer mode.
A fume box for measurement of fume emissions was
61
developed by Moreton in 1984. She used a "Swedish Fume 
Box" which is a standardized construction. Other 
standard fume boxes have been developed in the 
Netherlands, USA, and Japan. Boxes developed in the USA 
and Japan remain in use in these countries. The Swedish 
fume box is used widely throughout Europe. Moreton also 
calculated Threshold Limit Values (TLV's) for welding 
fumes and suggested how these might be used to gage 
industrial exposure. Finally, she suggested that the U.K. 
would also benefit from a standard fume box such as 
hers, shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Moreton's improved Swedish fume box.
58
In 1987, Moreton and Spiller studied fume from GMAW 
with nickel and three different stainless steel 
electrodes. They also varied shield gas flow rate, 
causing a modest effect on fume rate. (Doubling the gas 
flow rate changed the fume rate by about 30%, but most 
welders will deviate less than 10% from recommended gas 
rates, so this effect will be insignificant in practice.) 
Fume rates were unaffected by an increase in electrode 
diameter of 30%. Moreton and Spiller used the "Swedish 
Fume Box." In it, welds were made in both the horizontal 
and vertical positions through an aperture in front of
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the box. Fume doubled when the shield gas was switched
from argon to helium. Fillet welds generated less fume
than bead on plate welds. This was attributed to the
deposition of fume on the vertical sections of the
groove. Otherwise, their results confirmed that voltage,
current, shield gas and the mode of metal transfer
control fume rates. They also collected a few samples
with pulsed current which tended to produce less fume.
52
In 1991, Hilton and Plumridge carried out fume
generation experiments using the same apparatus as
59
Willingham and Hilton mentioned earlier. Currents and
voltage were optimized to maximize arc stability and
minimize spatter. Various GMAW as well as GTAW processes
with different shield gases and metals were analyzed.
Their results agree in general with prior reseachers.
That is, fume rates rose with current during the shift
from dip to globular transfer and then fell in the spray
mode and rose again at high levels where streaming
transfer developed. Absolute fume rates varied with
shield gas composition, but the shape of the curve was
similar for all gases except 100% carbon dioxide, which
has no true spray mode of transfer.
In 1994 Trees and Smith of John Deere Company studied
changes in fume emissions caused by a change from steady
14
to pulse current . Samples were taken with cassette 
filters typical of those used in industrial hygiene 
studies to monitor personnel exposure. Thus, they did
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not collect all of the fume generated from the weld. They 
considered five variables, wire feed speed (230 and 400 
inches per minute), wire diameter (0.045 and 0.062 
inches), shielding gas (95% Argon with 5% carbon dioxide 
also 90% Argon with 8% carbon dioxide and 2% oxygen ), 
plate condition (clean or oily), and the power source 
(wave-pulsed or constant voltage). They found that 
pulsing the welding current lowers the amount of fume by 
50 to 90%. Because only a fraction of the fume was 
collected, emission rates cannot be compared 
quantitatively with those of other researchers mentioned 
above.
16
Castner of The Edison Welding Institute (EWI) 
recently published results of his study, which measured 
fume rates over a wide range of steady and pulsed current 
levels. Unlike many prior studies, Castner focused on one 
electrode material (carbon steel) and one shield gas 
composition (Argon with 15% carbon dioxide). The AWS 
standard fume chamber (see ANSI/AWS FI.2 and Figure 8) 
was used. The ANSI standard recommends using aircraft 
insulation (corresponding to ASTM C-518) to filter the 
fume. The ability of this filter to collect all fume was 
tested by placing two filters in series and checking for 
weight gain on the second. He reports finding no fume on the 
second filter. Castner also checked for fume deposited on the 
chamber and on the plate. He found 7 to 10% of the fume on 
chamber surfaces and 25 to 40% on the test plate. At constant
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shield gas composition and wire feed rate (essentially 
constant current), voltage was the main parameter to effect 
fume rate. This is consistent with other investigations. 
Castner concluded that proper selection of welding parameters 
was needed to obtain lower fume from pulsing.
Figure 8- AWS/ANSI standard FI.2 used 
by Castner
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Results Gleaned From Prior Literature
Figure 9 summarizes fume generation results for 
studies cited in the preceeding pages. Data from the 
welding of carbon and stainless steel and with four 
welding techniques, SMAW, FCAW, GMAW and pulsed GMAW are 
included.
All fume generation rates fall between 0 and 3 grams 
per minute. Highest fume rates are found with flux cored 
arc welding. One reason for this is the high currents 
used in this operation. In the Batelle study, the ratio 
of fume to mass of electrode or metal deposited was 
actually quite similar for FCAW and SMAW. However, 
deposition rates (and currents) are typically much higher 
for the former. Currents ranged from 300 amps for fluxed 
covered electrodes to 600 amps for flux cored electrodes 
in the Battelle Study.
Battelle researchers found fume rates from stick 
welding were 3 to 5 times greater than that for GMAW at 
the same currents. This was attributed to the evolution 
of flux from the electrode. They found fume rates 
differed by a factor of two from one stick electrode to 
another. Cellulose coated electrodes generated the most 
fume, rutile electrodes the least.
Because the electrode fraction turned to fume is so 
high in SMAW and FCAW, GMAW is preferred in welding shops
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where ventilation may be limited. Both SMAW and FCAW
leave a slag behind where GMAW does not. Thus, in
production settings where cleaning time is important,
GMAW is generally preferred.
Because this study is fundamental, its focus is on
GMAW, ignoring SMAW and FCAW with their almost infinite
numbers of flux-metal combinations and high fume rates.
Metal transfer theory is highly developed for Gas
Shielded Metal Arc Welding, compared to other types of
welding. According to one expert in welding physics and
54
technology, GMAW is the "wave of the future ." As
62
reported by Cary , GMAW increased in use from 25% of all
welding in 1977 to 36% in 1994.
Fume studies have been done with GMAW of numerous
materials including aluminum, stainless steel, copper and
low alloy steels. This study will concentrate on carbon
steel with some consideration of stainless steel. Even
though stainless steel represents only about 1% of metal
fabrication, it is important because of its high content
of chromium and nickel, which may create a more hazardous
fume. Carbon steel is important because it represents
62
three quarters of the metal used in this country
Certain variables have been shown to have a minor
13
effect on fume generation. Heile and Hill , for example, 
found only a 5% change in fume rate when plate speed was 
doubled. They also found that plate composition and 
thickness had little effect. Battelle researchers
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reported similar insensitivity to base plate
composition . They also found that fume rate increased
by only 20% in stick welding as the angle between the
electrode and the work decreased from 90 degrees to 0
degrees (electrode parallel to the plate). Most welding
is done at angles of 60° to 90° where fume rates varied
less than ±3% in the Battelle study. Battelle researchers
found no variation in fume rate when contact tube to work
16
distance (electrode extension) was changed. Castner
found no consistant effect on fume when he changed that
distance plus or minus 33%. (Standard contact tip to work
distance is 19mm. He varied it from 12-25 mm.)
22
Both Battelle researchers and David Trees
investigated the effect of wire diameter. In the Battelle
work, the smaller electrode gave off less fume. In Trees'
study, the smaller electrode gave more fume, but the
difference was small and considered statistically
58
insignificant. Moreton and Spiller increased electode 
diameter by 30% and found no difference in fume rate.
To summarize prior results, many variables influence 
fume rates in welding. However, if one focuses on GMAW of 
mild and stainless steel, the literature consistently 
confirms that plate thickness, plate composition, travel 
speed, welding angle, electrode diameter and contact 
tube-to-plate distance have minor influences on fume 
generation rate, compared with the major variables. These 
are; electrode composition, shield gas composition.
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current, and voltage. (The issue of pulsed versus steady- 
current is a significant one, but it will be discussed 
separately.)
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Effects Of Voltage. Current and Shield Gas On GMAW Fume Rates
Figure 10 is a plot of fume formation rate versus
voltage taken from Heile and Hill. Each curve shows a 
tendency for fume generation rate to decrease and then 
increase again with increasing voltage. There is also a 
trend with amperage. Fume rates are lowest for the 250 
amp curve and increases at bracketing values of 200 and 
300 amps.
25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39
VOLTS
Figure 10 - The effect of voltage and current on 
fume in GMAW of carbon steel. The shield gas was 
argon with 5% oxygen.(From Heile and Hill 1975)
Castner measured fume emission rates over a broad
range of currents using one shield gas. His data and the































Figure 11- Plots of fume generation versus voltage from Castner. 
Frame a is for a fixed wire feed speed of 76 mm/s with amperage 
varying slightly from 179 to 184 amps or approximately 180 amps. 
Corresponding values b through e were. Frame b; 110 mm/s 240 amps. 
Frame c; 174 mm/s, 300 amps. Frame d; 212 mm/s, 335 amps Frame e; 
254 mm/s, 380 amps.
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Note; There are two curves in Frame d, one for 
"Machine B", the crosses, and another for "machine D", 
the circles. The fact that these results are different 
for machines operating under identical conditions is 
troubling. It may be a consequence of different electrode 
tip designs or experimental factors that were not 
accessible to the writer. Data in Frames a through c were 
taken with "machine B" and those in Frame e were taken 
with "machine D".
Castners' set may represent the most complete GMAW 
fume data for a single shield gas and electrode material. 
One might argue, however, with the curves drawn through 
the points. Castner used a least-square plotting 
technique. The fit is good in frame a and d, but the 
scatter in frames b and c is far greater than error bars 
would allow for a technique that is considered to have an 
accuracy of ±10%. Least-squares techniques are suited to 
data smoothing, but are not accurate when curves have 
cusps or discontinuities that one might expect if fume 
emission rates are also a function of transfer mode.
This is evident from research by Hilton and 
52
Plumridge (see Figure 12) who plotted fume formation 
rate versus current rather than voltage. (They used 
voltages considered to be optimum; those giving the best 
arc stability and minimum spatter.) Their results show 
fume generation rate increasing with current in the short 
circuit region (between 100 and 170 amps). As the welding 
mode shifts toward globular (170 to 200 amps), fume 
generation rises even more significantly.
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Figure 12 - Current versus fume formation rate 
for different shield gases (Hilton & Plumridge)
Then, as current increases further (from 200 to 240 amp), 
the spray mode brings more stable transfer 
conditions, and fume rates drop. At higher currents 
(greater than 240 amps), streaming transfer begins, and
fume generation rates increase once again.
60 55
Gray, Hewitt and Dare and Ma and Apps tied fume
emission rates to welding mode. Figure 13, for instance,
shows a plot of fume rate versus voltage presented by
60
Gray, Hewitt and Dare . They drew a single curve through 
a large collection of stainless steel GMAW data. Their 
graph shows even more dramatically the increase in fume 
in the globular mode and the decrease in the spray mode.












Figure 13- Fume generation rate versus voltage a 
measured by Gray Hewitt and Dare (1982) for GMAW 
of stainless steel
Gas Metal Arc Welding Transfer
Short-circuit, globular, spray and streaming are 
terms that describe how metal transfers from the 
electrode to the base plate (See Figure 14). In short- 
circuiting, current is relatively low, and deposition 
occurs as the molten electrode touches the base plate. In 
globular transfer, the molten metal hangs on the 
electrode tip froming a ball which, when it reaches a 
critical size, falls quickly through the arc to the base 
plate. During spray transfer, metal is drawn from the
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electrode to the workpiece by the magnetic field created 
by the arc. In streaming transfer, heating of the arc and 
magnetic field forces are strong enough that molten metal 
does not accumulate at the end of the electrode. Instead 
it flows as a stream toward the base plate.
globular spray
shore circuit
Figure 14- Metal transfer modes in electrode to base 
plate metal transfer (dotted lines reported arc images 
as photographed by Ma and Apps [1982]
Short circuit welding is a relatively low-energy 
process. Little superheating of the electrode occurs. As 
power increases and the mode shifts toward globular 
transfer, molten droplets of electrode metal grow at the 
electrode tip to diameters up to two or three times that 
of the electrode. From inception to detachment, the 
growing globule is subject to intense heating from the 
arc. This mode is also accompanied by high noise levels 
and more spatter associated with more violent drop
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detachment.
As power increases, noise and spatter subside when 
the mode shifts to spray transfer. Here, electrode 
droplets become smaller (near the diameter of the 
electrode or smaller) and less superheating occurs, 
because droplet residence times are shorter. As measured 
by Ma and Apps, this is a regime of maximum welding power 
efficiency. Here, the magnetic field is strong enough 
that one can weld overhead. The arc is focused, 
delivering molten spray as though it were coming from a 
nozzle. This is the preferred mode of welding, and is 
often referred to as the "sweet spot." If power is 
increased more, the arc climbs the side of the electrode 
which begins to melt upstream of the tip, causing a 
column to form that eventually breaks into smaller 
droplets; the streaming mode.
Returning to Castner's plot but using Gray's model, 
one would be prompted to draw the curves as shown in 
Figure 15(a thru e). These results suggest not a single 
curve, like that of Gray's, but a family of curves as in 
Figure 15 f, which is a composite of Frames a through e.
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Figure 15. Castner's data fitted with Gray’s curves.
Frame f in Figure 15 looks similar to Heile and
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Hill's plots (Figure 10), if the cusps of maximum peaks
are not included. This, in effect suggests a three
dimensional surface. This is implied in Figure 16 which
59
was published by Willingham and Hilton in 1986. 
Subsequent researchers have adopted three dimensional 
plotting techniques that are available.
Figure 16. Effect of voltage and current on fume 
generation with stainless steel
A composite similar to that of Willingham and Hilton 
was prepared in our laboratory using Castner's data and 
Grays' characteristic curves. This is illustrated in
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Figure 17. One can see that cutting the surface in a 
plane parallel to the voltage axis would give a curve 
similar to Grays' Figure 13. A cut made with a 
perpendicular plane parallel to the current axis would 
yield a curve similar to those presented by Hilton and 
Plumridge (Figure 12). Future work in our laboratory will 
be dedicated to the definition of surface diagrams for 
different shield gases and electrode materials.
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Figure 17. Three dimensional Plot Of Castner's Data
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Epidemiology
Epidemiology is the branch of medical science that 
deals with the incidence, distribution and control of 
disease in a population. It involves studies of animal 
and humans in both laboratory and natural settings. For 
welding fume exposure, a number of researchers have made 
such evaluations. This section is a review of those 
studies.
The Lung's Defense System
The lung responds to irritants by releasing 
macrophages which are cells primarily responsible for
4
maintaining sterility of the lower respiratory tract.
They have the capacity to phagocytize (eat) and kill 
microbes, kill tumor cells, and produce mediators (e.g. 
interferon) which influence other host defenses. Under 
some circumstances, macrophages themselves become a 
health hazard and release proteolytic enzymes that may be 
involved in the development of chronic lung disease. 
Macrophages are the predominant cells recoverable by lung 
lavage.
Macrophages deactivate foreign bodies by a multistage 
process. First, they attach to the foreign body, wrap 
around it and begin to digest it (phagocytosis). Then
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they release an irritant which causes chest tightness and 
pain, prompting the host to cough.
Particles can also be moved by tiny cilia to the 
upper end of the throat (pharynx) where mucus cells and 
debris coming from the nasal cavities and the lungs meet, 
mix with saliva secretions and proceed to the stomach. 
Mucociliary transport is studied by a variety of 
techniques that monitor the movement of inert or 
radiolabeled particles.
Luna Evaluation
Diseases of the lung are difficult to evaluate in a 
simple physical examination. Characteristics of healthy 
lungs vary from person to person.
Chest X-rays are the most common way to diagnose 
problems. They show shadows where tissues are more dense. 
Such shadows signal the presence of foreign materials and 
fibrotic tissue. Grossly abnormal lungs are readily 
recognizable in X-rays, but slight changes are not.
Pulmonary function tests measure pulmonary airway 
resistance. In one procedure, a person breathes into a 
tube for as long as he/she can. Fast Vital Capacity 
(FVC), is the volume of air expelled by a prolonged, 
explosively applied exhalation. This indicates the stroke 
volume of the lung, and reflects the speed with which air 
can be pushed through it. FEV^, the volume expelled in
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the first second, serves as a reflection of airway 
resistance.
Literature Review
The focus of this thesis is not on the health effects 
of welding fume. Nevertheless, three prominent reviews of 
welding health literature are summarized here because 
worker health is such an important incentive for fume 
studies. These are reviews of the worldwide literature by 
respected authors and reflect opinions of the 
international community.
NIOSH The National Institute Of Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) is charged with investigating
workplace hazards. In 1988, NIOSH summarized the 
5
literature on the hazards associated with welding. It 
included results and conclusions drawn from studies of 
both animals and humans.
Most of the adverse effects attributed to welding in 
the NIOSH summary concerned the respiratory system. It 
cited metal fume fever and pneumonitis as the most common 
acute diseases associated with welding. Chronic 
respiratory diseases such as cancer, pneumoconiosis, and 
bronchitis were also found more commonly among welders.
Welding is associated with some non-respiratory 
ailments such as damage to the urinary tract, kidneys,
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and the larynx. Once absorbed into the blood stream, a
toxin can affect other parts of the body. Chronic
exposure to manganese, for instance, causes symptoms that
resemble those of Parkinson's disease; muscle infirmity,
muscle rigidity, tremors, and impaired gait. Cadmium
fumes can cause kidney impairment. (According to an AWS
6
literature survey , throat and voice problems are more 
common among welders.) Extraordinary cardiovascular, 
gastrointestinal, skin, eye, and musculoskeletal damage 
have also been reported.
Although these problems are commonly found in welders, 
they are not necessarily caused by welding. NIOSH notes 
for example, that older studies are weak. Often, 
population samples and results were not statistically 
rigorous. Other factors such as smoking and 
asbestos exposure were not always taken into account. 
Rarely were welding conditions and exposures documented.
NIOSH concluded nevertheless that welders were at 
higher risk for respiratory illness than other workers. 
They also concluded that lung cancer is associated with 
stainless steel fabrication. NIOSH could not recommend an 
exposure limit for total welding emissions because 
compositions of chemical and physical agents differ among 
different welding processes. Also, welding fumes may 
interact with certain gases to produce disproportionate 
health effects. Compliance with a specific exposure limit 
may not provide appropriate protection. Even though NIOSH
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did not define a specific exposure limit, they 
recommended a strategy of workplace sampling and medical 
monitoring of workers. They also specified the analytical 
methods to be used, and recommended that workers be 
warned of potential hazards.
American Welding Society (AWS) In 1989, the AWS
published a review of literature on the health effects of 
6
welding . Material in their document associated with the 
respiratory tract discusses aveolar macrophages, retained 
particles in the lung, pulmonary function, and 
bronchitis. A separate section includes epidemiologic 
studies of cancer.
A majority of studies cited by AWS found deficits in 
lung function among welders. Reports differed on the role 
of smoking, which is generally higher among welders. Two 
studies had a prevalence of non-welding exposures (i.e. 
asbestos). About half of the papers found that non­
smoking welders have an excess incidence of bronchitis. 
Two papers, however, found bronchitis only in smoking 
welders. Two found lung problems among welders who used 
tobacco, but not in those who abstained. Three studies 
found lung problems in both smoking and non-smoking 
welders. Results in general show that welders who smoke 
have an elevated incidence of both bronchitis and 
pulmonary deficits.
Studies which were specific for cancer in the AWS
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literature search tended to be inconclusive. Some found a 
link between welding fumes and cancer, others did not. 
Offtimes effects of smoking and asbestos exposure could 
not be ruled out. Studies which accounted for smoking and 
asbestos did not document the amount of welding done 
(i.e. if a person welded a few times in his or her life, 
or regularly every day). While AWS did not draw firm 
conclusions on welding and cancer, they did conclude 
that the combined effects of inhaling cigarette smoke and 
welding fumes tended to be additive rather than 
synergistic.
According to the AWS report, presence in fume of 
known carcinogens such as nickel and hexavalent chromium 
is a serious concern. Solubility, particle size, 
crystalline structure, chemical species, and surface 
charge may all affect the biological activity of these 
metals.
In 1991, Sferlazza and Beckett examined literature on
8
the respiratory health of welders . They found the number 
of past studies to be large because welding is such a 
common process and because more often than other workers, 
welders consult pulmonary physicians.
Sferlazza and Beckett's study was exhaustively done 
by two pulmonary experts who were supported by NIOSH and 
NIH (National Institute of Health). They identified 
specific substances associated with specific respiratory 
effects.
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Welding processes that were paired with common 
respiratory hazards are as listed in Table 1.
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Table 1, Specific Welding Processes 
and Associated Respiratory Hazards 
as reported by Sferlazza and Beckett
Welding Process Respiratory Hazard
Brazing, cadium filler Cadmium









Shielded metal arc welding 
of iron or steel
Fluorides 
iron oxide
(SMAW)of stainless steel hexavalent chromium 
nickel
Plasma cutting and 
Carbon arc gouging
Ozone
CO shielded arc welding 
2
Carbon monoxide
Sferlazza and Beckett concluded from their study 
that, in most cases, the majority of metal inhaled comes 
from the filler rod. Most fume particles are smaller than 
1 micron allowing them to deposit in terminal bronchioles 
or alveoli where the mucociliary system is not effective.
It was very difficult to separate acute and chronic 
bronchitis among welders due to the high prevalence of 
smoking. In one case, as many as 75% of the welders
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surveyed smoked. Sferlazza and Beckett found a number of 
studies which tried to separate the effects of welding 
fumes from cigarette smoke. They concluded that acute 
bronchitis affects a large proportion of full-time 
welders, even among those who do not smoke.
Sferlazza and Beckett also reviewed cancer studies. 
They found sufficient epidemiologic evidence to conclude 
that welding, as an occupation, is associated with excess 
rates of lung cancer. However, most studies did not 
consider other possible causes. Smoking rates among 
welders, for example, are considerably greater than among 
the general population. Even though a direct connection 
has not been made between cancer and welding, Sferlazza 
and Beckett would define welding fume as an occupational 
suspect carcinogen.
In summary, all three reviews conclude that temporary 
pulmonary damage occurs from breathing welding fume. A 
causal relationship between permanent lung damage, such 
as chronic bronchitis, and welding fume has not been 
convincingly proven. Increased incidence of lung cancer 
has been found in welders, but irritants other than 
welding fume such as smoking and asbestos exposure may be 
causes. The NIOSH study goes farther than the others, 
concluding that evidence against welding fume is strong 
enough to propose that welders experience as low a fume 
level as is reasonably practicable. Comparisons among 
the three reviews are illustrated in Table 2
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Table 2- Comparison Among Three Recent Respected 
Reviews on Effects of Inhaling Welding Fumes
Adverse Effects 














maybe; Maybe,welding fume 






smoking has not 
been determined
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In 1984, the International Institute of Welding 
issued a statement on cancer and arc welding fume that is 
quoted in part below:
Based on recent studies it can be concluded that 
"welders as a group have a slightly greater risk of 
developing lung cancer than the general population. This 
risk though slight cannot be neglected.
The cause of the excess risk has not been completely 
identified. While tobacco smoke and asbestos exposure, 
often more common in the welders studied than in general, 
are known causes of lung cancer, they do not provide a 
complete explanation.".....
"In some welding situations there is the potential 
for the fume to contain compounds of chromium and/or 
nickel. Some of these compounds are known to have caused 
lung cancer in processes other than welding."....
"Therefore it is recommended that action is taken by 
those responsible for the health and safety of welders 
to:
a) Identify the constituents of welding fume.
b) Reduce exposure to welding fume to at least 
national workplace exposure standards.
c) Particularly reduce exposure of chromium and 
nickel compounds shown in other processes to cause cancer
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so far as reasonably practicable, and at least below the 
national standard.
d) Prevent asbestos exposure
e) Encourage and assist welders to stop smoking 
tobacco.
f) Control exposure by reducing emission by process 
and parameter selection and operation, ventilation, 
personnel protection, and education and training."




Prior researchers who have theorized on the source of
gas-shielded metal arc welding fume agree that most of it
originates with the consumable. Castner, for example,
states that "the base metal usually contributes less than
16
10% of total fume . The balance more than 90%, comes
56
from the electrode. Gray, Hewitt and Hicks drew this 
conclusion from the fact that fume composition matched 
that of the stainless steel electrode they were using 
even when welding on a mild steel plate. To determine how 
much fume comes from the plate, Heile and Hill set up a 
Gas Tungsten torch, without a welding rod. The arc melted 
the plate but almost no fume was produced. From this, 
they concluded that almost all of the fume originated 
from the welding rod, and not the weld pool. If a 
volatile coating such as paint, plastic, oil, or zinc is 
present, however it can add significantly to the fume. 
Fluxes in the other types of welding also contribute 
substanially.
Mechanisms
In GMAW, researchers believe the fume comes from the
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hot electrode primarily via vaporization, condensation 
and oxidation. Heile and Hill found, from chemical 
analyses, that fume generated during the welding of steel 
showed a disproportionatly high concentration of silicon. 
If simple vaporization were the mechanism, then the 
concentration of silicon should have been much smaller, 
because its concentration in the steel and its vapor 
pressure are so low.
A mechanism similar to that found in the formation of
volatile ash during coal combustion may apply here. In
coal combustion, silicon dioxide in the raw coal is
reduced to silicon monoxide by carbon during the burning
process. Silicon monoxide, which is a gas at these
temperatures, then diffuses into the oxygen rich
atmosphere which surrounds the coal particle and burns to
silicon dioxide which condenses to form ultra-fine
64
condensation ash
A process like this might be responsible for 
transport of silicon from a GMAW electrode through the 
gas phase to eventually condense as silicon dioxide in 
the fume. Heile and Hill found that silicon levels in the 
fume increased with increasing oxygen content in the 
shield gas. One would eventually expect to reach a point 
with increasing oxygen levels where silica (SiO^) would 
be formed at the electrode rather than silicon monoxide. 
Since silica is not volatile, the concentration of 
silicon in fume might be expected to decrease in shield
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gases rich with oxygen.
Fume Formation Model
Gray Hewitt and Hicks proposed a model for welding 
fume evolution that identifies seven sources. These are 
illustrated in Figure 19. The first is evaporation of 
metal from molten electrode drops as they form at the tip 
of the electrode and while they fall through the gas 
space to the plate.
1 Drop evaporation , fractionated, 
occurs during globular, spray and 
streaming transfer
2 Evaporation from the arc root, 
unfractionated,occurs during 
globular spray and streaming 
transfer
3 Explosive evaporation, 
unfractionated, occurs during short
circuit and globular transfer*
4 Fine spray and spatter, 
unfractionated,occurs during short
circuit and globular transfer*
5 Burning of spatter particles, fractionated and 
unfractionated, occurs in short circuit and globular transfer*
6 & 7 Weld pool and bead evaporation, generate fractionated, 
(not considered significant in any mode).
* The authors indicated that items three, four, and five would be 
important in short circuit and globular modes, but it seems these 
mechanisms could be significant in spray and streaming modes also.
I
©0
Figure 19. The mechanisms of fume formation as described 
by Gray, Hewitt and Hicks
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Second is evaporation at the arc root which is 
focused on the droplet while attached to the electrode. 
Here, because of the enormous energy flux, one might 
expect evaporation to be most intense. Third is explosive 
evaporation at the thinning neck of the drop. Violent 
boiling is envisioned here, attributed to rapid 
resistance heating caused by high currents passing 
through a small conductor. Gray, Hewitt and Hicks' fourth 
suggested source of fume is from fine droplets ejected 
from the thinning neck during explosive evaporation.
Particle spatter, larger drops that come from the 
collapsing neck and from splashing in the weld pool are 
too large to show up in the fume, but spatter particles 
can cause fume by a fifth mechanism. That is, through 
combustion of hot molten metal at their surface when they 
reach the oxygen-rich atmosphere outside the shield gas. 
Here, they hypothetically burn with enough heat to 
generate additional fume. This mechanism will also apply 
to the fine droplets ejected by mechanism four. Sources 
six and seven are evaporation and combustion of the weld 
pool and weld bead.
Gray Hewitt and Hicks postulated that each mechanism 
would affect the composition of the fume selectively. 
Where evaporation is relatively slow, without extreme 
boiling, volatile components such as manganese would come 
off more readily than less volatile ones. Fume coming 
from more violent evaporation will have a composition
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nearer to that of the electrode.
According to Gray, Hewitt and Hicks, evaporation from 
the drop via mechanism one, is quiescent, creating a 
fractionated fume. On the other hand, evaporation from 
the arc root is more violent due to the extreme energy 
flux. Thus, fume from this source is likely to be 
unfractionated. Explosive evaporation, accompanied by 
ejection of spatter and fine particles (mechanisms 3 and 
4) would yield unfractionated fume. Mechanism 5, burning 
of molten metal spatter, could according to Gray, Hewitt 
and Hicks, yield both fractionated and unfractionated 
fume. The limited amount of fume coming from the weld 
pool and bead is expected to be fractionated.
Mechanism one, evaporation from the molten metal drop 
is promoted by high velocity arc gases. Gray, Hewitt, and 
Hicks have stated
"Calculations suggest that the presence of a high 
velocity plasma jet greatly increases the rate of 
evaporation from these droplets"
26
Lancaster reported experimental evidence that, in 
GMAW where the current is over 200 amps, the entire 
surface of the attached drop is at the boiling point of 
the metal. A powerful concentration gradient can exist 
from droplet surface (where the entire vapor fraction is 
metal) to outside the gas boundary layer where the vapor
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pressure of the metal is nearly zero.
A question remains regarding how much evaporation 
occurs while the droplet is attached compared with 
evaporation while it falls. Under typical welding 
conditions in the globular mode, Lancaster estimates the 
average drop radius to be 0.9 millimeters. He claims that 
a droplet quickly accelerates to the gas velocity (about 
100 meters per second), after it detaches from the 
electrode. If the arc length is assumed to be 12 
millimeters, the time it takes for the drop to travel to 
the base plate can be calculated.
mm m
time for the drop = t (transfer) = 12mm/(1000~^f" x lOO'g") 
to transfer to base plate
=.00012 seconds
The time it takes to form the molten drop can be 
calculated by figuring the drop volume and dividing it by 
the volumetric feed rate
3 3 3
Volume of molten drop= V =(4/3)TTr =(4/3)tt(.9 )= 3.05mm
d d
At a wire feed rate of 127 millimeters per second (300 
inches per minute) with a wire diameter of 1.14 
millimeters (.045 inches),
Volumetric feed of wire= q= feed rate x area of wire =
3
mm 2 mm
= 127—  x 7T( . 57 )= 130— g—




time for drop to form=3.05mm /130 s =.023 seconds
Thus, the time required for the molten drop to grow 
on the electrode tip is about 200 times longer & 3 r  
mj"111 Hf>ror,Hr'-ai~ hy 0.171 than the time it takes to
travel to the plate. Not only is the droplet residing on 
the electrode for most of its lifetime, but the high 
velocity plasma will increase evaporation while the drop 
is attached. Evaporation will not be as pronouced once 
the drop is released and travels with the gas. For these 
reasons, evaporation in transit can be disregarded 
relative to evaporation during droplet formation and 
growth. (Although this calculation was made for globular 
transfer, the time for a droplet to form during spray 
transfer is at least 20 times as long as the transit 
time. Thus in-flight transfer is minor in this mode 
also.)
Returning to the fume formation model of Figure 19, 
consider mechanism three, explosive evaporation.
According to Gray, Hewitt and Dare, this is so rapid 
there is not enough time for volatile components to 
diffuse to the surface. Thus, vapors and the resulting 
fume have the same composition as the boiling liquid. It 
would be difficult to distinguish this fume from fine 
spatter using chemical analysis.
Mechanism four includes liquid droplets ejected by
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explosive evaporation or some other violent mechanism. If 
the droplets are large, they fall from the gas and don't 
contribute to fume. If the droplets are fine enough, they 
remain in the gas. Thus, they would have the same 
composition as fume coming from explosive evaporation, 
but particles would probably differ in size and shape.
To explain how the terms "fractionation" and 
"unfractionation" might give insight into fume 
mechanisms, consider the data of Gray, Hewitt and Dare 
shown in Table 3. In the transition from globular to 
spray transfer mode, chromium and manganese 
concentrations almost double while concentrations of less 
volatile metals (iron and nickel) drop accordingly. At 
the same time, the total fume drops by 40%. Gray's 
explanation for the composition change is a shift from 
explosive evaporation with fine spray (mechanisms 3 and 
4) to droplet evaporation (mechanism 1). Since droplet 
evaporation is fractionated and explosive evaporation 
and fine spray are not, more enrichment of volatile 
elements will be found in fume coming from the former. 
This, of course, may not represent the total picture, but 
it illustrates the value of this model for predicting 
results and interpreting data.














Table 3. Gray, Hewitt and Dare data, 
GMAW 316L stainless steel, with 
different transfer modes.
Gray, Hewitt and Dare also found that fume could be 
developed from spatter by mechanism five. That is, 
combustion of hot molten droplets ejected into an oxygen- 
rich atmosphere outside the arc. Gray and his colleagues 
estimated that fume from mechanism five could represent 
from 7% (ref 60) to a third (ref 56) of the total.
They isolated this source by changing oxygen 
concentration of the atmosphere in the fume chamber (arc 
shield gas composition was held constant at 
argon/8%oxygen). The total amount of fume increased by up 
to one third when the chamber atmosphere was changed from 
pure argon to argon containing 20% oxygen. Microscopic 
examination of spatter particles also revealed pitting 
when oxygen was present, indicating that they had 
undergone oxidation. With no oxygen in the surrounding
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atmosphere, spatter surfaces were smooth. It is not clear 
whether fume from mechanism five is fractionated or 
unfractionated. It depends on the relative burning and 
diffusion rates. If the former is much greater, fume will 
be unfractionated as in explosive evaporation. If 
diffusion within the molten drop is rapid compared with 
combustion, fume will be fractionated as in mechanism 
one. Fume coming from mechanism five will be difficult to 
identify or trace via chemical analysis, but its particle 
size and morphology are expected to be unique.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, 
evaporation from the base plate and bead, mechanisms six 
and seven, contribute little to total fume if the plate 
is clean. There is a possibility of some spatter being 
created by violent splashing, however, when filler drops 
strike the weld pool.
Gray, Hewitt and Dare, like Heile and Hill, explored 
fume compositions over fairly broad ranges. Gray and 
coworkers changed voltage and current, while holding 
electrode and shield gas composition constant. Heile and 
Hill changed both electrode and shield gas compositions. 
Welding with 316L stainless steel, Gray et al. observed 
the composition of fume to change as illustrated in 
Figure 20. (This is the source of compositions listed in 
Table 3.) Notice, that the more volatile components, 
chromium and manganese are enriched in the fume between 
20 and 35 volts, while iron and nickel (less volatile
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metals) decreased in this range. As discussed in
previous pages, the trend between 20-35 volts represents
increasing fractionation of fume and corresponds to a
switch in mode from globular to spray transfer. These
trends are consistent with the relative volatility of
these different metals. (See, for example. Figure 21,
65
which is taken from data collected by T.W. Eager .)
Heile and Hill studied fume content as it varied with 
shield gas composition. Examining their data for GMAW of 
mild steel, the most remarkable change is the dramatic 
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Figure 20. Composition changes in 316 stainless steel 
fume as reported by Gray Hewitt and Dare.
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Figure 21. Volatility Data for components of
stainless steel. (Taken from data assembled by T.W.
65  ^ 67
Eager , silicon data from metals handbook . Plots
assume ideal liquid behavior.)
gas, its percentage in fume was six times greater than 
its percentage in the electrode. As oxygen was added to 
the shield gas, silicon fume levels increased 
accordingly. With argon/5%oxygen, silicon percentage in
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the fume is approximately 60 times higher than in the 
electrode. The same was true with Argon/25%carbon dioxide 
shield gas. With 100% carbon dioxide, the enrichment 
ratio was on the order of 100 to one.
Meanwhile, manganese, which is more volatile than 
either iron or silicon, was enriched by only a factor of 
10, and its enrichment ratio was independent of shield 
gas composition. This is strong evidence to support the 
silicon monoxide transfer model so prominent in coal fly 
ash enrichment as discussed on the second page of this 
chapter. That is how Heile and Hill explain their 
findings. Gray and coworkers acknowledge this, but point 
out that silicon is the only common electrode 
constituent to have a volatile oxide.
Heile and Hill found the total quantity of fume to 
increase with oxidant concentration in the shield gas. 
Some of their results are reproduced in Figure 22. One 
problem with interpreting Figure 22 is that welding mode 
changes with current, and as mentioned earlier, fume 
formation rate also changes with welding mode. One way to 
approximate the effect of oxidant alone is to focus on 
minimum fume rate for each of the three curves in Figure
22. These values approximate minimum fume formation rate 
in spray transfer. (This is not entirely rigorous, 
because voltage also influences the minima in Figure 22.) 
Minimum fume values from Figure 22 are shown as circles 
in Figure 23. Gray, Hewitt and Dare's fume rates for GMAW
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of stainless steel with argon-oxygen shield gases of 
various compositions are represented by the curve. 
Castner's minima for three different currents with argon 
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Figure 22. Fume Generation versus oxidant level using 
data of Heile and Hill.
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Figure 2 3 . Fume generation versus oxidant level. 
Circles are based on data obtained by Heile and Hill for 
oxygen and carbon dioxide shield gases in various ratios. 
Squares represent Castner's measurements at 3 0 0 , 3 3 0 ,  and 
380 amps in the spray mode with argon 15% carbon dioxide. 
The curve is taken from Gray, Hewitt and Dare's work.
Although the absolute numbers vary, these data
suggest a definite increase in fume generation with
increasing oxidant concentration in the shield gas. One
explanation for this was presented by Turkdogan, Grievson 
66
and Darken
To understand their argument, consider transport 
processes occurring around the molten electrode droplet 
illustrated in Figure 24. As shield gases flow past the 
electrode, a slower moving laminar boundary layer 
develops at the metal surface. According to traditional 
transport theory, the rate of mass transfer is dictated 
by the rate of molecular diffusion through this laminar 
sub-layer.












Figure 24. Boundary layer in shield gas flowing past 
GMAW electrode.
Figure 25 is a magnified diagram of the boundary 
layer and metal surface. It illustrates concentration 
gradients that develop in the boundary layer if the 
shield gas is chemically inert. In Figure 25 the molten 
electrode is assumed to be at its atmospheric boiling 
temperature. Thus, metal vapor pressure is near one 
atmosphere at the liquid surface. At the opposite side 
of the boundary layer, turbulence quickly disperses metal 
vapor so its concentration is essentially equal to metal 
vapor concentration in the bulk shield gas, an extremely 
low value under most conditions.
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Fume Generation
In traditional mass transfer nomenclature. Figure 25 
depicts diffusion of an active component (iron) through 
an inert stagnant gas layer (argon). Mass transfer rate 
is dictated by Pick's law.
dc„ n dPeFe D  Fe
JFe = ~D dz = "RT dz (3.1)
where
2
J = The diffuse flux of iron; Kg-moles/m -s
Fe
2
D = The diffusion coefficients /s
3
C = The concentration of iron; Kg-moles/m
Fe
z = distances 
R = The gas constant 
T = Temperature;K
2
P = Iron partial pressure; N/m
Iron molecules, driven by the concentration gradient
carry argon molecules with them. This creates a
concentration gradient in the argon causing it to diffuse
toward the metal surface. This classic diffusion
situation can be solved by applying Fick's law and
conservation of mass to the two species, integrating, and
applying boundary conditions. This yields the
concentration profile in Figure 25 and an expression for
23
total flux of iron as follows
N = (D P/6RTP )(Pp — P . ) (3.2)
Fe Fe A lm F e ,s F e . b
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where
N = Molar flux of iron with respect to
Fe
stationary coordinates 
P = Total Pressure
P and P = The vapor pressures of iron
F e .s F e . b
at the surface and of iron outside the 
boundary layer, respectively
p = „-ps )/ln(p* h/pa J
A,lm A •b A •s • *
6 = Boundary layer thickness
to  c






Distance From Metal Surface
Figure 25. Concentration profiles in electrode boundary 
layer with no oxygen in shield gas.
To solve for N one needs a diffusion coefficient
Fe
and a boundary layer thickness. In the mass transfer
literature, this dilemma is usually resolved by the so
called Reynold's analogy approach with the introduction
of a mass transfer coefficient, k . An alternate
g
equation for N , using the mass transfer coefficient is:
F e
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k
N = W  (P -P ) (3.3)
Fe Ki ' Fe.s Fe.b'
Comparing the previous two expressions, one can see 
that k is defined by
9
D P
k = gp (3.4)
9 A, lm
A numerical value for k can be obtained from
g
Reynolds analogy correlations based on boundary-layer
66
theory. Turkdugan, et al. who were considering iron 
evaporating from a surface, employed the following 
expression for a flat plate:
k 1
g 1/3 1/3
—  = 0.664SC Re (3.5)
Fe
where
1 = length of the surface in the direction of 
gas flow 
Sc = Schmidt number = p/pD 
Re = the Reynolds number = lvp/p 
p = gas viscosity 
p = gas density 
v = sweep gas velocity
For evaporation from a droplet of molten welding
electrode, an equation for flow past a sphere would be




p—  = 2 + .6(Re) (Sc), (3.6)
Fe f f
where
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D = diameter of the molten sphere 
DVp
Re = ~jj~, the Reynolds number
h
Sc = on— / the Schmidt number
Fe
To calculate k , the diffusion coefficient for iron
9
must be calculated. One theoretical expression is
24
Equation 3.7 derived from kinetic theory
D = TFeA J 7T
1 T
3/2
"2m  + 2M P 2 (3.8)
Fe A (d +d )
Fe A
where
k. = Boltzman's constant 
M ,M = molecular mass of argon and iron
Fe A
d ,d = molecular diameters of iron and argon
Fe A
Equation 3.7 is based on assumptions that:
(a) molecules are rigid non-attracting spheres
(b) all the molecules travel with the same speed
rsicr
V = J ^ r  (3.8)
avg * ,,w
Now, it is possible to estimate the rate of iron
diffusion from the molten electrode droplet (mechanism 1
26
in Figure 19). According to Lancaster the surface of 
the molten drop is at its boiling point. This is 
approximately 3150K for mild steel. Assuming that the 
boundary layer temperature is the same as that of the
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droplet, this temperature can be used to obtain D from
2
m
equation 3.7. The result is £pe= 0.000562“^ “. This is 
used in Equation 3.6 to obtain the mass transfer 
coefficient k . Two other parameters are needed, however.
9
These are droplet diameter and main stream gas velocity.
18
According to Eager , the droplet diameter in spray
mode is approximately equal to the electrode diameter, or
0.00114m in the current illustration. Estimating a gas
velocity for use in the Reynolds number is a major
problem. Sweep gas velocity above the drop is extremely
low, but it is accelerated by the arc to velocities
approaching sonic. As an approximation in this
calculation assume the sweep velocity is half way between
maximum plasma jet velocity and the shield gas velocity.
(Shield gas velocity calculated from the measured flow
rate of the shield gas, is only a fraction of a meter per
second.) Plasma jet velocity is estimated using an
20
expression given by Maeker :
V = j ji^ I J/2ttp (3.9)
where
I = current, 225 amps for this illustration
2 2 
J = current density (amps/m ) = 4I/(ttD ) =
2 8 2 
(4)(225A)/(7T) (0.00114 ) = 2.2 x 10 A/m
Kg
p = gas density = PM/RT = (1 atm) (40'Kg_mol-e-)




/(0.082 Kgm6Ie.K)(3150K) = °-15 K3/m
-7 2
jj = permeability of free space = 4tt x 10 N/A 
o
Plasma arc velocity, calculated from Equation 3.9 is:
V=
N
-7 2 8 2 Kg
(4ttx10 N/A ) (225A) (2.2x10 A/m ) /(2rrx0.15“ J)
m
=252m/s
Thus, V used for the Reynolds number 
calculations is:
V = (252 + 0)/2 = 126m/s
Viscosity is calculated using an equation derived
23
from the Lennard-Jones potential
-5/MT
|j = 2.6693 x 10 2 g/cm-s (3.10)
a Q
where
M = the molecular weight of the gas 
T = temperature in Kelvin
a = characteristic diameter of the molecule, 
Angstrom
Q = collision integral, a function of the
maximum attractive energy, temperature and 
boltzman's constant
To calculate viscosity the following values were 
23
used :
e/k=124K 0=3.418A T=3150K 0=0.6504 M=40g/g-mole
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-5 7(40)(3156) g




Reynolds and Schmidt numbers can now be calculated:
Re=-^-=(0.00114m) (126m/s)(0.15Kg/m3)/(0.000125-i^-) =172
2
Li Kg Kg m
Sc = o F — = (0.000125-iZi-)/( .15— )( 0.000562— ) = 1.48
FeA m
The mass transfer coefficient is then calculated from 
Equation 3.6:
k D k xO.001143m .
g g 1/ ^  x/J
-O2—  = --------- 2---= 2 +.6(172) (1.48) = 10.96
FeA .000562m /s
Now, the flux of iron diffusing from the molten 
electrode droplet can be calculated from equation 3.3.
3
m 0.082m atm Kg-moles
N =(5.4~g~) (latm-0 )/( Kg-mole k ') (3150K) = .02 --- 5----
* m -s
The area of mass transfer is critical for an accurate 
estimate. At release the molten drop is a sphere of 
diameter approximately equal to that of the electrode. 
Immediately afterwards the cross section of the electrode 
is where the mass transfer occurs. If we average these 
areas we have,
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2
2 TTD 2 2
A = (TTD + — 5— )/2 = TTD (.625) = TT(.00114) (.625)
-6 2 
= 2 . 5 x 1 0  m
Based on this area and N from above, the rate of
Fe
iron diffusion is;
Kg-mole _ - 6  2
Iron vapors generated= (0.02 5 ) (2.5x10 m )
m -s
- 8  Kg-mole(Fe! 
= 5.33 x 10 5
This iron eventually oxidizes with surrounding air
and becomes primarily Fe 0 ( the major constituent of
3 4
fume.) Thus, the equivalet fume generation rate is
lmole Fe 0
-8Kg-mole (Fe) ________ 3 4
FGR = 5.Ox 10 s x 3mole Fe
229 Kg lOOOg 60s g
xmole Fe 0 Kg xmin =
3 4
This value compares reasonably well with those
reported in Figure 22
It is interesting that it is known that if the
shield gas is helium the fume increases by more than
twice that of argon. If helium is assumed to be the
2
shield gas the diffusion coefficient is 0.0012 m /s, an 
increase by more than two of that for argon.
A number of assumptions were made in this calculation 
that warrant examination. For example, an arithmetic area
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average was used based on the area of a molten sphere and
that of the end of the electrode. There are reasons to
believe that most evaporation comes from the electrode
spot or arc root area. Temperatures at the arc root are
extreme, which provides a large driving force for metal
transfer. The hot arc root is normally focused on that
part of the droplet nearest the plate, and its area is
approximately the same as that of the electrode wire. In
2
this case, the evaporation area would be ttD /4 rather 
2
than 0.625TTD as calculated above. The corresponding
0.25 g
calculated fume rate would be 0.24 ( o.625 )= 0*1 min •
This reflects the effect of possible uncertainty in the
surface area.
Another assumption in the fume calculation is that
the vapor pressure of iron is constant at 1 atmosphere.
59
This is based on measurements made by Pintard and
26
endorsed by Lancaster . However, measurements were 
taken after the drops detached from the electrode. During 
growth, the electrode is melting and heating up before 
separation occurs. Thus, surface temperatures vary from 
melting point to boiling point. Metal vapor pressure is a 
maximum of one atmosphere at the boiling point and will 
be less than that during part of the droplet formation 
process. Assuming a constant vapor pressure of 1 
atmosphere will undoubtedly overestimate the fume rate. 
Based on vapor pressure data for iron in Figure 21, the 
partial pressure is reduced to 0.75 atmospheres if
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surface temperature is 150 “C below the boiling point. At
a temperature 500°C below the boiling point, iron vapor
pressure is 0.3 atmospheres.
To calculate mass transfer coefficient, it was
assumed that gas velocity was half that of the plasma jet
at the arc root. If fume evaporates primarily from the
bottom of the sphere, gas velocity is closer to the
maximum in that region.
If this maximum velocity is used, the Reynolds number
increases to 340 and the mass transfer coefficient
increases by 34% to 7.2m/s. The flux increases from 0.02
2
to 0.027 kg-moles/m s, and calculated fume generation 
rate increases from 0.24 to 0.32 g/min.
Another assumption made was that boundary layer gas 
was at the boiling point of the metal. Arc root 
temperatures, however, can be as high as 10,000 to 
20,000K. To test the effect of temperature on predicted 
metal transport, assume an average boundary layer 
temperature of about 8000K.
At this temperature, the diffusion
2
m
coefficient increases from its value of 0.000562"^“ at
2
m
3150K to 0.002280“"^ -. Density of the gas decreases from 
kg
0.15 to 0.059“ 3". Velocity increases from a maximum of 
m
252 to 400m/s and a change in the average from 126 to 
200m/s. Viscosity changes from 0.000125 to 0.0002 kg/m-s. 
The net effect of all this is an increase in predicted
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rate of 16% from a value of 0.24 g/min at 3150K to 0.278 
g/min at 8000K. In essence, uncertainties in gas boundary 
layer temperature have relative little influence on mass 
transfer rate because of compensating effects.
Steady State and Drop Temperature
The assumption of steady state deserves examination.
69
As mentioned previously, it was found by Pintard that 
the temperature of the droplet, following release, is at 
the boiling point. During growth, however, the electrode 
is melting. Therefore, droplet temperature is near its 
melting point at the interface where necking occurs. At 
its bottom surface droplet temperature is much higher, 
near the boiling point. During droplet growth, 
temperatures can be expected to vary from melting to 
boiling point. As a first step in examining the thermal 
behavior of the melting electrode, an energy balance is 
applied as illustrated in Figure 26.
The system chosen for analysis is the electrode tip. 
To gain insight and develop some time-averaged 
parameters, consider overall steady state operation (that 
is, performance averaged over relatively long periods 
with many cycles of droplet formation and detachement). 
Under these circumstances the energy balance applied to 
the electrode tip is:
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Ah - A( 1-f)h - Afh + Q + W = 0 (3.11)
S 1 V
where
A = metal wire feed rate (g/s) 
f = fraction of metal wire vaporized 
h = enthalpy of solid wire at ambient
s
temperature
h = enthalpy of liquid electrode metal (assumed 
to be at its boiling temperature) 




Q = rate at which heat is added from the arc by 
conduction and radiation 
W = electrical power dissipated through 
resistance heating




Figure 26. Illustration of energy balance system and 
parameters
Metal feed rate can be calculated from wire speed as 
follows:
A = p A V (3.12)
where
A = Is wire cross sectional area 
p = density of electrode metal 
V = feed velocity of wire
For 0.00114m steel wire fed at 0.11 m/s (260 inches 
per minute),
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3 2 -4 kg
ft = (7700kg/m )tt(0.00114) (0.11m/s)/4 = 8.5x10 —
or 0.85 g/s
From the JANAF tables, h = 0, h = 2410 J/g and h =
S i  V
8690 J/g. Based on a representative fume rate of 0.35 
grams of Fe^O^ Per minute, the rate of metal evaporation 
is
3x55.8g Fe min 
raf= 0.35g fume/min(2 2 9g pe 0 ')60s =
3 4
0.0043g metal evaporated/s 
Thus, the fraction of total electrode converted to 
fume is
0 .0043‘f*
f =  s  = 0.0043/0.85 = 0.005
m
Q + W can now be calculated from equation 3.11 using 
values listed above.
o o
Q + W = ft (h - h + fch -h d )
1 S V 1
= 0.85 g/s ( 2410J/g - 0 + 0.005(8690-
2410)J/g) = 2085J/s
(Note that energy lost through fume vaporization,
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f(h -h ) is only about 1% of Q + W)
V i
It is instructive to compare heat transfered to the 
electrode (and that generated within it by resistance 
losses) with total power supplied to the arc. At 225 amps 
and 26 volts, total welding power is
P = VI = (26 J/coulomb) (225 coulomb/s) = 5850 J/s
• o
Thus Q + W in this example represents 35 percent of 
the total arc power
Next, consider the relative amount of heat 
transfered to the electrode compared with that generated 
within it.
26
According to Lancaster , resistivity of the mild 
steel electrode wire varies from about 0.2piQ m at room 
temperature to 1.2 [iQ in at the melting point. Assuming a 
linear relationship between temperature and wire length
T = 300K + C (1700-300K)/0.018mD L
= 300K + (77800 K/m)L
wire resistance can be calculated by numerical or 
graphical integration. Assuming an 18mm length of solid 
0.00114m diameter wire extending from the torch contact




R = J p dL = 0.017Q
wire 0 1
Based on this resistance, W , electrical power 
dissipated in the wire is
2 2 
W = I R = (225 amps) (0.017Q) = 860 J/s
0 o
Since heat plus work (Q + W) was found to be 2085 
J/s, the heat transfer rate alone is 2085 J/s - 860 J/s = 
1225 J/s. This heat will be concentrated at the electrode 
spot, and will be transferred via two processes, 
radiation and convection. Each is represented by a 
separate term in the equation below.
5 a 1225 = hA(T - (3150K or 1700K)) +
g
4 4
eCaA(T - (3150 or 1700K) ) (3.13)
g
where
h = convective heat transfer coefficient 
A = surface area
T = temperature of the arc gas
g
a = Stefan-Boltzman constant
= plasma emissivity/view factor
(Electrode surface temperature will be somewhere between
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melting and boiling points, 1700 to 3150K as indicated 
in 3.13 above)
The convection heat transfer coefficient is 
controlled by boundary layer thickness and is represented 
by 3.14.
hD 1/2 1/3
—  = 2 + .6 Re Pr (3.14)
This is analogous to the expression used for mass 
transfer coefficient, 
where
k^ = thermal conductivity of the gas 
D = droplet diameter
Reynolds number Re is 172, the same as that used in
equation 3.6. Prandtl number, C ]j/k , is calculated for
p t
26
argon, using values from Lancaster's book (based on a 
temperature of 8000K):
C p-argon= 935 kg K ? kt = 0 *5 m-S-K
CPM J kg J
Pr = - 935 kg K 0.000125m_s /0.5m_s_K = 0.23
Then, the convection coefficient is calculated 
h =(0.5m-'^ K /Q«0°114m) ( 2 + . 6 (172 ) WZ ( 0 . 23 )1/3 ) =





If the surface temperature is assumed 3150K, and the
emissivity/ view factor is assumed to be unity, a trial
and error solution to equation 3.13 yields 12000K. If
the surface temperature is assumed to be 1700K is
still approximately 12000. Electrode temperature has
little effect on this calculation for two reasons.
First, convective heat represents less than 3% of the
total. Thus, the first half of equation 3.13 is
negligible Second, since almost all heat transfer occurs
4
by radiation which is proportional to T , both
4 4 4
3159 or 1700 are much smaller than T . In summary heat
9
flows is primarily by radiation from the arc plasma and 
its transfer rate is essentially independant of droplet 
surface temperature.
To better estimate temperature profiles within the 
droplet, consider heat transfer within the advancing 
electrode.
The wire itself has three sections: zone 1, the solid 
electrode; zone 2, the interface where wire melts; and 
zone 3, the liquid.
This heat transfer problem can be solved with 
acceptable accuracy by analyzing the three sections 
seperately. First, consider zone 1, the electrode 
extension. Its length is typically about 18mm, while that 
of zones 2 and 3 is in the range of 0 to about 1mm in 
length. Zone 1 can be analyzed as a solid rod of
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essentially constant length having one end at the 
temperature of the torch contact tube and the other end 
at its melting point. With fixed spatial coordinates, but 
a moving wire, an energy balance can be applied to 
differential length dx, assuming it is at steady state. 
(This system is illustrated in Figure 28.)
A(h - h )  + § - ft = 0 (3.15)
i o
The first term, m(h -h ) represents the difference in1 O
enthalpy between wire entering and wire leaving the
9
control volume. The second term, q, is the difference 
between heat conducted through one face of the control 
volume and out the other. ( Heat loss from the cylinder 
wall is disregarded.)
Heat generated by electrical resistance heating, ft, 
is the third term. Since there is no phase change, the 
enthalpy difference can be calculated from the specific 
heat of the rod as follows:
ft(h - h ) = AC (T - CT+ dTD) = -mC dT
i o pm pm




4 = k Adx ( J-)t ID -
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Electrical resistance heating is represnted by
2
2 1 Pi








Figure 28. Model for energy balance on moving electrode
Thus, equation 3.15 can be rewritten as
2 i n  
d T
-AC dT + k Adx — T  +— T dx = 0
pm tm dx
which, when rearranged and simplified, becomes
2 
d T AC Jn, 2pm dT 1
dx
k A dx + 2
tm A k
-pxdx = 0 (3.16)
tm
or









a = a" = ic (3.18)
tm tm
2
0 =  T P, (3.19)
k A
tm
We have a second order linear differential equation 
which can be solved by double integration. Applying 
boundary conditions T = = 300 K at x = 0 (the contact
tip), one obtains.
1 dT
T = 300K +-Q ( dST
x»0
8 ax 8
cf) (e -1) + a~x (3.20)
dT
To eliminate hIT at x = 0, apply the boundary condition 
that T = 1700K at x = L. This yields :
dT
dx






Substituting equation 3.21 into equation 3.20 yields
ax
e -1 8
T = 300 + (1400 - 8L/a) (“ OL ) + o' x (3.22)
e -1
For the case used in this chapter as an illustration 
(p^ is averaged over the temperature range 300 to 1700K),
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vp c q
w pin 3 /




= 2.0 x 10 m
2 p
I I  2 -6 /






= 1.5x10 “  
m
The result of substituting these values into equation








Figure 29. Temperature versus the electrode extension 
distance
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The linearity of temperature versus x is revealing.
2 
d T
It says that — J" is negligible or zero. This means that 
dx
heat conducted along the wire is insignificant compared 
with the other terms. Thus, equation 3.19 can be 
simplified to
dT
adF - 3  = 0 
which gives the solution
3
T = 300 + a* x (3.23)
for constant a and £.
Physically, this means that essentially all of the 
heat provided for preheating the electrode in zone 1 
comes from the electrical power dissipated there.(A more 
rigorous analysis that includes variability of 
resistivity and heat capacity with temperature will be 
discussed later.) As a check, consider heat conducted 
along the rod at average temperature gradient illustrated 
in Figure 29. Its value is
dT -6 2 -1400K
$ = -kAd^* = -(30 J/s m-K)(1x10 m )( o . o i S m  )
= -2.3 J/s
For comparison, heat generated within a 1mm section






— ^—  =(225 amps) (9.0x10 Q-m)(0.001m)
j -6 2
/  (1x10 m )=45 J/s
In this comparison, heat transferred by conduction is
only about 5% of that generated by electrical resistance.
To re-examine the assumption that no heat is lost or
gained from the external surface of the rod, consider the
worst case, at the hot end. Because gas velocity along
the rod (away from the arc spot) is rather low, the
overall heat transfer coefficient will be considerably
2
lower than the value of 3000 J/s-m K estimated for the
2
arc spot. Assuming a value of 1000 J/s-m -K, heat lost by 
convection from a 1mm length is
2
4 = hTTDAx (1700 - 300K) = (1000 J/s-m -K)
Tr (0. 00114m) (0 .001m) (140 OK) = 5.0 J/s
This is maximum, at the end of the rod, yet it 
represents only about 10% of the heat generated within it 
at that location. A similar analysis for heat loss by 
radiation yields the following.
4 -8 2 4
AQ = p ttDAx T = (5.67x10 J/s-m K )
rad
4
tt( 0.00114m) (0.001m) (1700K) =
1.7J/s
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This is even less significant than heat lost by- 
convection. These combined losses represent no more than 
15% of heat generated by electrical resistance within the 
electrode.
The analysis of zones 2 and 3 that follows is drawn 
from a derivation developed by G. Ulrich. It is 
reproduced in detail because it has not been published 
elsewhere.
For analysis of zones 2 and 3, consider them as a 
unit; a liquid droplet forming at the end of the 
electrode and then disengaging. If an energy balance is 
applied to this model over a complete formation/discharge 
cycle, a modified version of Equation 3.15 can be written 
as follows:
m ( h - h ) + q - w = 0  (3.24)
i f
where
m = mass of droplet
hf= enthalpy of leaving droplet
hi= enthalpy of electrode as it leaves zone 1
(the solid at its melting point)
If equation 3.24 is divided by droplet cycle time, it 
becomes
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o a •
m ( h  - h ) + q - w =0 (3.25)
i 0
This is identical in form to equation 3.15, but 
individual terms are quite different. In this case, 
electrical power dissipation is less important because 
the conductor length is much smaller. Assuming this 
length is approximately equal to final droplet or rod 
diameter, we have
2 -6 , 
(225amps) (1.3x10 Q m)(0.00114m) /
- 6  2
(1.0x10 m ) = -74 J/s
Heat q is that transferred to the drop from the plasma 
arc, primarily by radiation. Enthalpy is that required to 
melt the electrode metal and heat it to final droplet 
temperature plus that absorbed by vaporizing fume.
• I o 
w = - A D = -
h. - h = -1 - C ,(T - T.) - fX
i 0 f p . X f  x v
where
= latent heat of fusion (272 J/g)
C = specific heat of electrode liquid (0.81 
p. i
J/gK)
f = fraction of fume vaporized from droplet 
(0.5%)
X = latent heat of vaporization (6,338 J/g)
V
With substitution of these values, h. - h is found
l o
to be;
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h - h =-272-0.81(3150-1700) - 0.005(6,338) = -1480 J/g
i 0
( Energy consumed by fume evaporation is about 2% of this 
total.)
Equation 3.25 can be solved for q by substituting 
values from above.
a o  o
q =w - m(h - h )= -74 J/s+(0.85g/s)(1480j/g)=1184 J/s
i 0
9
(This agrees closely, as it should, with q calculated 
from the overall energy balance on page 90. Results are 
not quite identical because of numerical approximations 
and the fact that electrical resistance heating within 
the droplet was ignored in the original overall energy 
balance.)
With the above information at hand, it is instructive 
to re-examine the heat transfer mechanism in zones 2 and 
3. The model is illustrated in Figure 30.
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tr.chaIpy or fume
evaporation 3 . 30 J/s






wire feed velocity « v
Figure 30.Thermal processes ocurring in electrode zones 
2 and 3
Consider first heat transfer inside the liquid 
droplet near the arc root. Assuming the total heat load 
is via conduction, (radiative heat transfer within the 
melt is negligible.)
• ,M  • • •dT
5 = *cxA'd3r = qrad + qrad - qfume = 1160 J/S 
-6 2
With A = 1 x 10 m for the arc root area and = 40 
J/smK, thermal conductivity of liquid iron, the required 
temperature gradient, dT/dx is
dT . - 6  2 7
■gj = 1160 J/s /(l. 0x10 m ) (40 J/s-m-K) = 2.9x10 K/m
As we will see, this gradient is too great for transfer 
of heat by conduction alone. If conduction were the sole
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heat transfer mechanism , the temperature gradient would 
almost be constant across its diameter. Assuming one 
surface at boiling point and the other at melting point, 
the gradient across a 1 mm diameter droplet would be 
approximately
dT (3150 - 1700K) 6
= --------T5  = 1.5 x 10 K/m
(1x10 m)
a value 20 times smaller than that required to absorb 
heat from the plasma. This clearly suggests that 
conduction is not the primary heat transfer mechanism in 
the droplet.
There must be intense convection within the molten 
metal caused, presumably, by powerful buoyancy and 
electromagnetic forces. Exploring these phenomena is 
another subject, but useful information on droplet 
temperature can be inferred by pursuing this analysis a 
little further.
Assuming vigorous fluid motion within the droplet, 
visualize the system as a well-stirred mass at constant 
temperature, having an extremely thin skin at different 
temperature. The electrode spot surface, for instance, is 
assumed to be 3150K, the boiling point. The interface 
between zones 1 and 2 is at 1700K, the melting point. Two 
heat transfer equations can now be written, one for each 
surface.
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qes = hesA (3150K - T x ) (3.25)
0
qm = hm A  (Tl - 1700K) (3.26)
where
hes = liquid film heat transfer coefficient at the 
electrode spot surface 
hm = liquid film heat transfer coefficient at the 
melting interface 
Tx = average liquid temperature
Given a heat transfer rate at the electrode spot of
approximately 1160 J/s as calculated earlier, that at the
melting interface is simply determined from the heat of
fusion
• #
q = mlf = 0.85 g/s(272 J/g) = 230 J/s
m
Now, if film coefficients hm and hes are assumed to be 
equal, one can solve for liquid temperature.
• o
hm = q e s /A(3150-Tx) = hes = qm / A( Tx-1700 ) (3.27)
This can be reduced to a single equation with Tx as the 
only variable.
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Ti-1700 qm 230 




Film coefficients can now be calculated from equation 
(3.25) and (3.25),
. -6 2
hrn = 1160 J/s/ (1x10 m )(3150-1940K) = hes
. - 6  2 5 2
= 230 J/s/ (1x10 m ) (1940-1700K)= 9.6x10 J/m s-K
This value is about 200 times larger than one finds
typically in common aqueous systems. Numbers as high as 
5 2
1x10 J/m -s-K have been reported, however, for forced 
convection boiling of liquid sodium (G.F. Burdi, SNAP 
Technology Handbook, Volume 1, Liquid Metals, p. 2.30, 
Atomics International C1964D), and values as large as 
that calculated above are conceivable under conditions of 
intense micro circulation in a liquid droplet near 2000K.
These calculations indicate that the molten droplet 
is not at its boiling point, although part of its surface 
probably is. This might explain spectroscopic 
measurements which yield values near the boiling point 
because they sense surface temperature only. For now, it 
seems appropriate to assume that the liquid is at an 
average temperature near the calculated above. This 
assumption changes the energy balance figures derived
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earlier. Energy balance terms and others associated with 
them are summarized in Table 4 for two cases; liquid 
droplet at its boiling point and liquid droplet leaving 
at an intermediate temperature. That temperature, 
calculated to be 1940K above, becomes 2175K with a 
corrected energy balance.





2175K (based on 
zones 2 & 3 heat
transfer model)
•
qradiation 1160 J/s 445 J/s
•











Note that the radiative heat rate for an average droplet 
temeperature of 2175K is less than half of that based on 
the entire droplet detaching at its boiling point. This 
is consistent with an earlier calculated plasma 
temperature of 12,OOOK if the view factor/emissivity is 
assumed to be 0.4 rather than 1.0. Its value must lie 
between zero and one, and 0.4 is a plausible number.
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Returning to the question of fume vaporization,
assume that evaporation occurs from the arc root area at
a surface temperature of 3150K but from all other exposed
areas of the droplet at 2175K. At 3150K, liquid iron
vapor pressure is 1 atmosphere. At 2175K, its value
(according to Figure 21) is 0.08 atm. Thus the pressure
driving force for diffusion from cooler surfaces is only
8% that of the arc root. To estimate mass transfer from
the non-root area, assume that this area is about double
that of the electrode spot. (The spot area assumed thus 
2
far, ttD /4, is one-fourth that of a mature droplet. We
will assume that another fourth is cooled by attachment
to the electrode wire. ) Given an area twice as large but
a driving force only 8% as great, suggests that
evaporation from droplet area other than the arc root
(Gray's mechanism 1) represents about 15% of the total.
70
Other researchers, Dupont and Marder and Wasnik and 
71
VanDenHeaval have analyzed energy transfer in GMAW with
somewhat different approaches but similar results for
zone 1. They differ, however, in their treatment of the
electrode tip. Although their required heat rates are
similar, they ignore radiation and cite electron
condensation energy as the source of this heat. Based on
71 *
a work function of about 6V , q would amount to 6V x 225 
amps = 1350 J/s, more than that attributed to radiation 
in the present analysis. Based on a discussion with one 
specialist in this area (Leuchtner, R.L., Department of
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Physics, University of New Hampshire, personnel 
communication, March 13, 1996), that number can be 
questioned. First, 6V is probably excessive because it 
represents energy required to separate an electron from 
an iron atom and move it to infinity. This is unlikely to 
represent conditions in the arc plasma. Second, much of 
the electronic energy will be released when electrons 
encounter metal atoms in gas flowing away from the 
electrode. Thus, their energy will add to that in the 
plasma not to the electrode.
Where energy is released and how transferred are 
questions worthy of further analysis. They will, no 
doubt, be clarified in future research. For the present, 
we find it difficult to accept any model that ignores 
radiative heat transfer. Our analysis developed above, in 
which radiation is the primary means of heat transfer 
from arc to droplet, is employed to explain the results 
of various fume-generation phenomena.
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Drop Formation
Before exploring the implications of the forgoing
analysis, it is worthwhile to review the theory regarding
18
droplet formation. Kim and Eager employed a static 
force balance to predict droplet size. Their metal 
transfer theory postulates simply that a drop detaches 
from the electrode when static detaching forces exceed 
the static retaining forces acting on it. Four different 
forces are considered, gravitational, electromagnetic, 
plasma drag force, and surface tension force. This is 
represented as follows;
F = F +F +F (3.28)
T em g d
where
F = Holding force due to surface tension 
T
F = Detaching or Holding force due to
em
electromagnetic field 
F = Detaching force due to gravity
F = Detaching force due to plasma (gas flow)d
drag
Gravitational force is proportional to the mass of the 
drop and can be expressed as;
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3




R = droplet radius
p = density of the drop 
d
g = gravitational constant 
Plasma drag force on the liquid can be estimated by 
considering the drag on a sphere immersed in a fluid of 
uniform velocity.
C = drag coefficient (assumed to be a
d
constant , 0.44 by Kim and Eager) 
Pf = fluid stream density
V = fluid stream velocity
A = projected area
The drag coefficient is not considered a constant
here. It varys with Reynolds number and according to 
19
Friedlander is expressed by;
2








for fluid drag on a sphere.
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where
Re = Reynolds number based on droplet diameter
(Note: Droplet diameter must be assumed initially to 
obtain Reynolds number. Once droplet size has been 
calculated, the friction coefficient must be rechecked.)
Surface tension, which acts to retain the liquid drop 
on the electrode, is given as follows;
F = 2iray (3.33)
r
where;
a = the radius of the neck connecting droplet 
to electrode 
y = surface tension
Finally, force due to the electromagnetic field can 
act to hold the droplet on the electrode tip or separate 
it, depending on characteristics of the arc root.
Arc root is a circular spot (sometimes referred to as 
the electrode spot) where the arc attaches to the molten 
droplet. Its area varies depending primarily on shield 
gas composition. In the theoretical literature, it is 
characterized by the axial angle 0, as illustrated in 
Figure 31. In Argon, 9 is large, almost 180°, and the arc 
root can encompass the whole droplet. With addition of 
enough oxygen or carbon dioxide, the angle decreases to 
values less than 45*.




Figure 31. The Angle Theta In The Molten Sphere
21
According to Amson , the electromagnetic detaching
or holding force can be expressed by
V 2
F > — 3iT- * (3-34)em 2
where
f = [ln(Rsin9/a) - H - l/(l-cos9) + 
2
2/(l-cos9)2ln(2/(l+cos9))]
ji = permeability of free space 
0
I = electric current
The function f^ is plotted versus theta in Figure 32,





20 40 60 80 100 120
Theta
Figure 32 
f vs. theta 
2
Notice that at with decreasing values of theta, f
2
changes sign from positive to negative at approximately 
30*. Thus, the electromagnetic force switches when 9 
drops below 30*. At larger values of 0, F promotes
en
detachment. At smaller values, the electromagnetic field
acts to hold the droplet on the electrode.
In practice, as one adds oxygen or carbon dioxide to
pure argon shield gas, a point is reached where the
electromagnetic force turns from a detaching to a holding
force. The result is a significant increase in size of
the molten sphere. For example a current and voltage
combination that would support spray transfer with pure
argon causes globular transfer with argon containing 20%
carbon dioxide. In fact, it is impossible to get spray
transfer with pure carbon dioxide because of the
electromagnetic holding force.
18
Kim and Eager assumed that the radius of the
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connecting neck is the same as that of the electrode.
Based on the liquid being at its melting temperature
26
(« 1700K), the surface tension was taken from Lancaster
-3
T = 2.814 - 0.574 x 10 T =
Fe
-3
2.814 - 0.574 x 10 (1700) = 1.84 N/m
Thus, the surface tension force is;
F = 2tt x 0.000572 x 1.84 = 0.006610 N
T
The gravitational force is then calculated
4 3 4 3 3 2
F = TTTR p g = TTTR (7000 Kg/m )(9.8m/s ) 
g d
5 3 3
= 2.87 x 10 (N/m ) R
To calculate drag force the plasma is assumed to be
at 8000K where its physical properties and velocity are;
3
Pf=0.059 Kg/m |i=0.0002 Kg/m s vf = 200 m/s
The projected area for droplet drag is
2 2 2 2 
A = TT(R -a ) = TT(R - (0.0005715) )
p
The drag force, thus becomes
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2 2 -7 2
F = 3705 C (N/m ) (R - 3.3x10 m )
d D
Assuming a current of at 225 amps the magnetic field 
force is;
2 —7 2 
MoX (4TT10- ) 225
F = — att~  f = ----- 4TT  f = 0.00506 f (N)
em 2 2 2
Combining all the force terms, we have
5 3
F - F  - F - F  = 0.00661 - 0.00506f - 2.87x10 R -
T em g d 2
2 -7
3705C (R -3.3x10 ) = 0 (3.35)o
For any given value of 9, f can be obtained from
2
Figure 32, and droplet radius can be calculated from 
equation (3.35). The result is illustrated in Figure 33 
as a plot of dimensionless radius ratio, K = R/a versus 
9.






20 40 60 30 100 120
Theca
a =R/K a = radius of
the electrode
Figure 33. Radius versus 0
According to this result, the droplet radius is about 
double the electrode radius at large values of theta and 
about triple that value as theta approaches zero.
Eager and Kim found that experimental drop radii 
were closer to that of the electrode at large values of 
theta. They corrected this discrepancy with a 
modification to the surface tension force. Their high 
speed photographs showed that the neck of the electrode 
tended to taper in spray transfer, causing a to become 
smaller than the original electrode radius. Using 
experimental values of a, they recalculated droplet sizes
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predicted by the static force balance. Their results are 
shown in Figure 34. An important element of Figure 34 for 
this analysis is that droplet radius increases by a 
factor of more than three when the mode shifts from spray 
to globular. This means the droplet mass increased by a 
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Figure 34. Droplet size, calculated by static force 
theory, and actual




Equipment and Methods The fume chamber in this 
research contained a 17 inch diameter plate 1/2 to 3/4 
thick, which rotated slowly inside a box. The box was 
34.5"x24.25"x6.5"(see Figure 35). The plate was driven by 
a motor designed for a welding track machine.
One end of the box was made of plexiglas so that an 
operator could see the arc. The other end of the box was 
fitted with filter holder. A spark and slag deflector 
shielded the filter to prevent burning.
.welding machine]
vacuum & filter 
housing
Figure 35- Fume Chamber and Sampling Apparatus
This spark arrestor, a rectangular piece of metal 
having alternate sections bent forward and backwards,
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prevented solid material on straight trajectories from 
passing but left plenty of open area for air flow.
Fume samples were collected by the following 
procedure: Flow of shield gas was set at a constant 0.27 
standard liters/s (35 standard cubic feet per hour). 
Filter paper was dried and weighed on a digital 
microbalance. Approximately 120-150 grams of electrode 
wire was taken off the feed roll, weighed, and then put 
back on the roll and threaded through the welding 
machine. The plate,either carbon or stainless steel, was 
cleaned using a Skill 4-1/2 inch grinder. After, 
cleaning, the plate was mounted in the box on a smaller 
base plate.
Before starting an experiment, the inert gas cylinder 
was opened, the welding machine turned on, and the plate 
motor energized. A filter was loaded in the holder and 
vacuum turned on. With the plate in motion, welding was 
begun. (Plate speed was held constant throughout all 
experiments so that the linear velocity where the welding 
gun contacted the surface was always 5.3 ram/s (12.5 
inches per minute]). Wire speed was held constant at 
0.127 m/s (300 inches per minute). This essentially 
dictates current which was also constant at 225 amps 
Electrode extension (distance from the end of the 
electrode to the plate) was held constant throughout all 
the experiments at 19mm (3/4 inches). This was done 
manually and maintained visually by an operator looking
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through the plexiglass window. Air was pulled into the 
filter by a common shop wet/dry vacuum cleaner ( Model 
600 Shop-Vac Corporation Williamsport Pa.).
When the vacuum emitted a high pitched sound, 
indicating a loaded filter, the experiment was halted. 
The filter was then removed, weighed and replaced.
Two modern welding machines were used during this 
research. An L-tec Digipulse 450 with XRT control and 
Hobart Arc-Master 500. The Digipulse 450 is an inverter- 
type power supply specifically designed and dedicated for 
use with a digipulse wire feeder. The combined machinery 
provides a pulsed or steady current (MIG) welding system 
that self adjusts while welding to give optimum arc 
performance. To begin a weld, one "programs in™ wire 
type, wire electrode speed, current type (spray or pulse) 
and voltage. A microcomputer then controls current at the 
appropriate steady value.
The Arc-Master 500 by Hobart is a primary inverter 
power source current-rated at 500 amperes/40 volts at 
100% duty cycle, for all modes of operation. The 500 can 
support shielded metal arc welding (stick) as well as, 
gas shielded metal arc welding (GMAW), steady and pulsed 
current.
Sample filters were of the high efficiency glass 
fiber type (Gelman Sciences product #61638). They are 
rated at >99.97% retention with a aerosol containing DOP 
(dioctyl phthalate) particles .3jjm in diameter. This
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filter is also known as an HEPA or absolute filter and is 
usually the type recommended for air pollution source 
testing of particulate matter. Some experiments were 
sampled with a coarse fiberglass prefilter (Gelman 
Science product number 66227).
Particle size analysis was done using a surface 
analyzer made by Quantachrome Coporation of Syosset, N.Y. 
It measures the quantity of gas adsorbed on a solid 
surface, by sensing the change in thermal conductivity of 
a flowing mixture with an adsorbate and an inert carrier 
gas, usually nitrogen and helium.
The surface area was measured off a filter with 
particles. A clean filter paper was also tested to 
provide a base line. Particles were also scraped into a 
sample vial and measured. An AWS recommended filter pad 
(flight insulation) was also used to collect particles. 
The results showed how each filter effects/collects 
particles.
Harvard Experiments
A number of fume samples were collected in the UNH 
facility and then taken to laboratories at Harvard for 
analysis. James Antonnini and Krishna Murthy from the 
Harvard School Of Public Health monitored fume using 
industrial hygiene equipment at a number of different 
experimental conditions. A real air monitor (RAM) was
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3
used to determine particle loading (mg/m ) of fume in the 
exhaust. An electrode cell carbon monoxide monitor was 
used to measure carbon monoxide concentrations when 
carbon dioxide shield gas was involved. A particle 
impactor was also used to measure particle size 
distribution. During these experiments, the Arc-Master 
500 was used. The shield gas was argon/8% carbon dioxide 
as recommended by Hobart for mild steel and 1.14 mm 
(.045") wire diameter. Fume Particles were collected on a 
0.2 Jim nuclepore filter during two minutes of welding.
For each sample condition, 200 mg was collected for 
testing on animals. Results from this collaboration are 
summarized in the results section.




For fume rate measurements, three commonly used 
shield gas mixtures were used; 100%, 25% and 5% carbon 
dioxide, the balance being argon. For each gas 
concentration the mode was set at the onset of spray for 
both steady and pulsed current. (At steady and pulsed 
current, the voltage was held constant at 26 volts. The 
welding machine automatically controlled pulse parameters 
such as base current, amplitude, and frequency.)
Figure 36 is a plot of percentage electrode turned to 
fume versus percent carbon dioxide in the shield gas.
With 100% carbon dioxide, the steady current conditions 
are identical with the ANSI/AWS FI.2-92 standard employed 
to calibrate fume tests. This standard reports 0.88% of 
the electrode turned to fume (±10%). As noted in Figure 
36, experimental results for these runs fall above and 
below this value but within ±10% of the ANSI/AWS 
standard.
When the carbon dioxide is diluted to 25% with argon, 
fume generation rate remains essentially unchanged. When 
the carbon dioxide fraction was dropped to 5%, fume 
generation decreased sharply.
For all results illustrated in Figure 36, pulse- 
current welding generated less fume than spray welding by
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20% at 100% carbon dioxide and 65% at 5% carbon dioxide. 
Reducing carbon dioxide concentration seemed to have no 
effect on fume rate until a level below 25% was reached.
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Particle Properties
Some fume samples were tested at UNH and others were 
analyzed more extensively at Harvard. At UNH, specific 
surface areas were measured for fumes collected on 
various filters mentioned earlier. At Harvard, samples 
were analyzed for size using an electron microscope, and 
a laser confocal microscope. Chemical and bulk surface 
analysis were also performed.
UNH Analysis
Table 4 contains data for samples collected with 25% 
carbon dioxide shield gas. Fume was created at both 
steady current and pulsed current. As mentioned earlier, 
the fume was tested by; (1) Measuring the specific 
surface area of a filter with its fume and comparing it 
with a blank filter. (2) Scraping fume from a filter and 
measuring the surface area of that powder. Flight 
insulation, specified in the AWS standard was also 
tested. In these experiments a HEPA backup filter was 
used with the AWS filter.
To obtain the surface area of a sample it was placed 
in the Quantasorb cell and allowed to adsorb nitrogen. 
The total measured surface area was calculated from;
p MA p 9P cs a 2
S = (1 - f> ) (A/A )V (— Rf— ) meters (4.1)
t g c c
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where
P = saturation pressure of adsorbate (1 atm ino
these test)
P = Partial pressure of adsorbate (Nitrogen 
was the adsorbate mixed with helium. For 
all tests the sweep gas was 28% nitrogen.
Thus P/P was 0.28 )o
23
N = Avogadro's No. = 6.023 x 10 
V = Volume of nitrogen used for equipmentC
calibration 
A = Sample response signal 
A = Calibration response signalC
A = Cross sectional area of adsorbateCS
molecule (For nitrogen, A =CS
-20 2 
1 6 . 2 x 1 0  m . )
T = Temperature of calibration volume (ambient
temperature in these tests).
The specific surface is obtained by dividing by 
the mass of the sample. This is how the numbers in rows 
2, 5 & 6 of Table 4 were obtained.
To obtain the surface area for a sample that was 
tested on its filter, a slightly different procedure was 
followed. The loaded filter was placed over a clean 
filter and a sample strip was cut from both pieces using
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scissors. Then, each strip (one loaded with fume and the 
other clean) was tested in the Quantasorb. Specific 
surface area for the sample was calculated from;
S = Surface area of filter with fume - Surface
fume
area of clean filter / Weight of filter and fume - weight
of clean filter (4.2)
Numbers obtained by this procedure are found in rows 
1,3 and 4 of Table 4.
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Table 4
Surface Areas Of Various Samples Tested At UNH 
(25% carbon dioxide Shield Gas)














































* Equivalent diameter calculated from D = 6/pa , where
p s
a is the measured specific surface area andS
3
p = 5.55 g/cm for iron oxide. This assumes all particles 
are spherical and equal in size
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Harvard Analysis 
Six conditions were used to generate fume for the 
Harvard study. Several combinations of stainless steel 
and mild steel wire and plate were examined. Three shield 
gases were used: 3% carbon dioxide, 1% hydrogen, 96% 
argon; 8% carbon dioxide, 92% argon; and 2% oxygen, 98% 
argon. Both steady and pulsed current were employed. Wire 
speed, voltage, current and plate speed were the same as 
stated previously (0.127 m/s, 26 V, 225A, 5.3 mm/s 
respectively). Table 5 lists the various experiments 
and the conditions used for each.
Table 5
Welding Conditions In Fume Used For Harvard Analysis 
Experi-
»nt Current type Wire Plate Shield Gas
T1&T2 steady stainless stainless 3%CO 1%H 96%Ar 
2 2
T3&T4 pulsed stainless stainless 3%C0 1%H 96%Ar 
2 2
T5 steady mild steel stainless 8%C0 92%Ar 2
T6 steady mild steel mild steel 8%C0 92 %Ar 2
T7 pulsed mild steel mild steel 8%C0 92%Ar 
2
T8 steady mild steel mild steel 2%0 98%Ar 
2
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Each experiment lasted 120 seconds. Concentrations of 
aerosol and carbon monoxide, as well as relative humidity 
(%RH) in the welding fumes were monitored during all 
experiments. Particle classification was attempted with 
an impactor, however all particles passed through to the 
back-up filter. These were analyzed using the electron 
microscope. Temperature and humidity were measured using 
a relative humidity/temperature meter (Model HMI 32, 
VAISALA Co., Finland). Particles for the laser confocal 
microscope and animal experiments were collected on a 0.2 
Jim nuclepore filter
Figures 38 and 39 illustrate temperature inside the 
fume box as a function of time for steady and pulsed 
current but with the same shield gas. In Figure 40, plots 
for steady current with two different shield gases are 
shown.
Table 6 lists bulk chemical analyses determined by 
the Harvard group for their welding fume samples.
(In these results, chromium from stainless steel can be 
viewed as a tracer to indicate whether fume came from 
plate or wire.)
Table 7 shows surface concentrations obtained by X- 
ray analysis. Figures 41 and 42 show particle size 
pictures. Figure 41 is taken with a confocal microscope 
and Figure 42 is an electron microscope.
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Figure 38. Temperature of gas stream at apparatus 
exit. Steady and pulsed current; 8% CO and
2
92% Ar shield gas
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Figure 39. Temperature of gas stream at apparatus 
exit. Steady and pulsed current; 3% CO , 1% H and
2 2
96% Ar shield gas
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Figure 40. Temperature of gas stream at apparatus exit 
Steady current with two different shield gases.
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Table 6
Bulk Chemical Composition of Welding Fumes (from SEM 
measurements of Harvard samples)
Test Type Fume Bulk Composition (wt%)
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Table 7
Surface Chemical Composition Of Welding Fumes Obtained 
Using ESCA (Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis)
Note: Surface of stainless steel particles were free of Ni and Si
Test Type Composition (wt%) Total
Metals
(wt%)
S . S ., Steady Current Fe 0
2 3
72-77 Fe 74-79%




S.S., Pulse Current Fe 0 
2 3
63.6 Fe 72%






M.S. Wire, Steady Current Fe 0 
2 3
54.03 Fe 87%
S.S. Plate T-5 FeO.SiO
2
45.97 Si 13%
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MILD STEEL-PULSE MILD STEEL-SPRAY
IRON OXIDE STAINLESS STEEL-SPRAY
Figure 41 Confocal Microscope Pictures
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Figure 42 Electron Microscope Pictures




As mentioned in the introduction, the purpose of this 
thesis is to review past welding fume research and use 
those results to develop a fundamental understanding of 
fume generation. As a consequence, experimental work in 
this research was limited. Pivotal questions raised by- 
experiments reported in chapter 4 and information found 
in the literature are discussed in this chapter.
Fume Generation Rates
Figure 36 shows an increase in fume as the carbon
dioxide content of the shield gas is increased. A similar
52
trend is evident in Hilton and Plumridge's results of
Figure 12. This is not limited to argon/carbon dioxide
mixtures however. A similar increase was found with
13
oxygen in argon/oxygen mixtures by Heile and Hill and by
53
Gray, Hewitt and Dare as illustrated in Figure 23. In 
fact, it is a common rule of thumb in welding that 
increasing oxidant levels in the shield gas will increase 
the fume. This raises the first question to be 
addressed later in this chapter: Why does fume increase 
with increasing oxidant concentration?
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A similar question can be raised concerning helium
59
shield gas. For example, Willingham and Hilton found 
that fume generation rates doubled or tripled when helium
replaced argon as a shield gas (see Figure 43).
65
Eager points out that this phenomenon is well known 
and he offers an explanation for it. The analysis in this 
thesis finds limitations in Eager's argument, however. An 
alternate answer to the second question (Why does a 
helium shield cause increaseds fume generation rates 
related to argon?) is presented later in this chapter.
Fume generation is strongly influenced by welding 
mode. This is evident in most of the prior research cited 
in chapter 2. Trends extracted from Castner's extensive 
data are graphically illustrated in Figure 15. This 
raises question number three: Why and how does welding 
mode affect fume rate?
Figure 36 illustrates another point; that less fume 
is created at all carbon dioxide concentrations when 
pulsed current is employed. Castner's research tends to 
support this. (Although Castner's steady current data 
were employed earlier in this thesis to illustrate the 
variation of fume rate with welding mode, his main 
objective was to compare fume rates at steady current 
with those using pulsed current.)
Regarding relative fume rates with steady versus 
pulsed current, Castner wrote: "The data show that pulsed
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Figure 43. Willingham and Hilton, Comparitive fume rates 
when welding with pure helium and argon (reference 59)
This was not true, however, at all conditions that
Castner used, and he qualified the above statement;
"Using pulsed current does not guarantee lower fume
generation rates than steady current. There is a range of
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welding voltage that produces the minimum fume generation
rate for each wire feed speed... Average arc voltage must
be controlled within ±2V of the optimum"
22
Trees at John Deere used a personal sampler to 
collect weld fume. As a result, his data could not be 
compared directly with those of the other resarchers. 
Nevertheless Trees reported a significant drop in fume 
when welders switched from steady to pulsed current. In 
fact, he recommends using pulsed current power supplies 
as a means of bringing welding shops into compliance with 
OSHA standards. This raises question number four; Why 
and how does pulsing the current lower fume generation 
rate?
To summarize, the four questions to be treated in 
this chapter are;
(1) Why and how does the oxygen content of the shield 
gas affect fume generation?
(2) Why is more fume generated with helium than with 
argon as a shield gas?
(3) Why and how does welding mode affect fume rate?
(4) Why and how does pulsing the current lower fume 
generation rate?
Question #1 Why and how does the oxygen content of 
the shield gas effect fume generation?
In the past, people have postulated that certain
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metals form volatile oxides that escape more easily from 
molten metal surfaces. As discussed in Chapter 3, this is 
a legitimate explanation for metals that form volatile 
oxides such as silicon. But oxides of other metals are 
less volatile than the metals themselves.
66
Turkdogan developed an explanation for enhanced 
evaporation that occurs in steelmaking when the molten 
iron is exposed to an oxygen-containing gas. In pure 
nitrogen, iron vapor diffuses through a stagnant gas 
boundary layer. This is illustrated in Figure 44 for two 
different partial pressures of iron at the droplet 














Distance From Metal Surface
Figure 44. Flux diffusion profiles in stagnant nitrogen
(calculated from equation 18.5-1 in Bird, Stewart and
23
Lightfoot)
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Turkdogan assumed linear concentration profiles. In 
reality they are curved for this classical situation of 
diffusion through a stagnant gas layer. To express the 
diffusion equation in a linear form, it is traditional to 
write the molar flux as in equation 3.2.
N = (D P/6RTP )(P -P ) (3.2)
Fe Fe A.lm F e . s Fe.b
where P is the logarithmic mean of boundary
A. Lm
pressures for the inert gas. (See notes to equation 3.2, 
chapter 3.)
For those readers without a background in mass
transfer theory, a short explanation is called for. The
inert gas (nitrogen in Turkdogan's example) cannot
migrate past the metal surface. Yet its molecules must
diffuse toward the surface because of the concentration
gradient. This imposes a bulk flow in the boundary layer
toward the right in Figure 44. This acts to increase the
flux of diffusing vapor, iron in this case.
1.0
At P = 0.3P, P = (1. 0-0 . 7 )P/ln'n— 7" or 0.84P.
F e .s A.lm u •
Thus, ignoring profile curvature causes an underestimate 
of iron diffusion by less than 20%. If
P = 0.1P the error is only 5%. If P = 0.9P, on the
F e .s F e .s
other hand, P , =0.39P, and ignoring its effect yields
A.lm
a diffusion rate that is less than 40% of the actual.
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I
Turkdogan1s argument applied to diffusion of iron 
from a steelmaking ladle, where the iron partial pressure 
is 0.1 atmospheres or less. Thus, his neglect of of 
P is acceptable.A, lm
With oxygen present in the bulk gas, Turkdogan points
out that iron vapor combines with it to form FeO
according to the following reaction:
1
Fe + -TO -* FeO 
 ^ 2
This, in effect, creates a sink for iron and oxygen. 
Their concentrations drop to zero at some distance from 
the surface. This is illustrated in Figure 45, where a  is 
the distance measured from the metal surface to where the 
reaction occurs.




Distance From Metal Surface
Figure 45. Oxygen reduces the diffusion boundary layer
thickness for Fe. As 0 concentration increases, the Fe
2
transport rate also increases as its gradient steepens.
Since the reaction stoichiometry requires that














(p 0 -o) 
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A = 2 6 - A 
For the case illustrated, P =0.1 atm, and P„ =




A = 2( (5-A )
5/A =5.2











N Fe.air= RT A
Thus, N = N (6/A) = 5.2 N , a  five fold
Fe.air Fe.N Fe,N_
2 2
increase caused by the presence of oxygen.
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Grey, Hewitt and Dare mentioned Turkdogan's work as 
an explanation for higher fume when oxygen is present in 
the shield gas, but they did not develop a quantitative 
argument. To do so, consider the welding fume diffusion 
model discussed in chapter 3. A boundary-layer profile 
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Figure 46. Diffusion of iron through argon in the 
boundary layer surrounding a molten droplet at the end of 
a welding electrode.
Now, consider the effect of oxygen in the shield gas. As 
before, we assume oxygen reacts with iron to create a 
sink at distance A from the metal surface, as illustrated 
in Figure 47.
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Figure 47. Effect of oxygen on the concentration 
profiles at the surface of a welding electrode
The diffusion rate of iron is again double that of 
oxygen.
D P  (P  - 0 )  2Do <Po 0
Fe F e , s ' 2 P 2
NFe = RTP A = P RT 6 -A
Fe A.Felm A.O lm
2
Assuming again that D = D , one can find the value of
Fe o_
2
the iron diffusion distance as a fraction of boundary 
layer thickness,
P
o . b P .
2 A.Felm -1
A = 6 (2 p p +1)
F e .s A.O lm 
2
To calculate the effect of oxygen on iron diffusion, 
we have




Fe F e . s
N













= 2 p p  + 1 (5.3)
F e .s A.O lm 
2
This allows one to calculate the enhanced diffusion rate 
for various oxygen partial pressures.
Assuming an iron partial pressure of 0.9 atm at the 
droplet surface, relative mass transfer rates are listed 
in Table 8, calculated from equation (5.3).
Table 8
Oxygen enhancement of iron diffusion from a welding 
electrode. (Iron vapor pressure assumed equal to .9 atm)
Oxygen partial Relative Iron Calculated Data From
pressure in Diffusion Rate Fume Willingham




Fe.A&O - 2 O
0.0 1 (0.15) 0.30*
0.02 1.02 0.15 0.15**
0.05 1.045 0.15 0.30
0.10 1.09 0.16 0.37
0.15 1.14 0.17 0.41
0.20 1.19 0.18 0.43
Willingham and Hilton's fume rate in pure argon.
This relatively high value is attributed to arc
53
instability which, according to Gray, Hewitt and Dare 
causes higher fume in pure argon.
** Basis for calculation
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The assumption of 0.9 atm for iron vapor pressure at the 
surface has a strong effect on the result. This is a 
major uncertainty in the model. If one were to choose 
P =0.1 atm and repeat the calculations of Table 8,
Fe . s
results would be as listed below:
Table 9
Oxygen enhancement of iron diffusion from a welding 
electrode. (Iron vapor pressure assumed equal to 0.1 atm)
Oxygen partial Relative Iron Calculated Data From 
pressure in Diffusion Rate Fume Willingham
shield gas Generation Hilton







0.0 1 (0.11) 0.30
0.02 1.38 0.15 0.15*
0.05 1.98 0.21 0.30
0.10 3.00 0.33 0.37
0.15 4.10 0.45 0.41
0.20 5.23 0.57 0.43
Basis for calculation
It is obvious that the degree of enhancement
increases dramatically as P decreases. By comparing
Fe . s
Table 8 with Table 9, we see that the enhancement 
increases by a factor of 22 when P „ drops from 0.9
Fe . S
atm to 0.1 atm.
If carbon dioxide is present in the shield gas, the 
assumed sink reaction is
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Fe + CO -* FeO + CO 
2
Thus, carbon dioxide consumes only half as much iron as 
does oxygen. By an analysis similar to that shown above, 
relative iron diffusion rates can be expressed as a 
function of carbon dioxide concentration in the shield 
gas;
N
Fe.A&CO CO ,b P
2 2 A.Felm
N = P P
Fe.A Fe.S A. CO lm
2
+ 1
Results are listed in Table 10.
Table 10
Carbon Dioxide enhancement of iron diffusion from a 
























0.02 1.19 0.17 0.08
0.05 1.49 0.21 0.29
0.10 2.00 0.28
0.15 2.55 0.36 0.37
0.20 3.12 0.44
* Basis for 
that this is 
instability
calculation. Note, as mentioned 
an artificial value, because of 
in pure argon.
in Table 8, 
arc
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These results are illustrated graphically in Figure
48.
£, s carbon dioxide (Castner, Willingham & Hilton
O  = Oxygen (Heile & Hill)
0 . 8  - -
P = 0.1 atm 0 in A shield gas 
Fe,3 2




3 P =0.9 atm 0  in A shield gas 
Fe.s 2
20zz
oxidant % ir. shield gas
Figure 48. Effect of shield gas oxidant on predicted 
and experimental fume generation rates.
The trend shown is linear for both oxygen and carbon
dioxide. The fit between data and predictions is poor,
whereas Turkdogan's predicted oxygen-assisted transport
of iron from molten steel was much more successful.
Analyzing transport from a molten welding electrode
surface is more complicated however,for several reasons.
As discussed in chapter three, the welding in mode shifts
as the oxidant level in shield gas changes. It has been
assumed here that mass transfer area, temperature, and
iron partial pressure are all constant. Each can change
with shifting of mode. Second, the partial pressure of
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Iron at the liquid surface is not known precisely in 
welding as it is in steelmaking. Third, experimental 
fume data expressed as a function of oxidant 
concentration and corrected for welding mode changes are 
essentially non-existant. Despite these limitations, the 
oxidant counter-diffusion model provides a qualitative 
answer to question #1. A more comprehensive analysis 
seems futile until better data become available.
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Question #2. Why is more fume generated with helium than 
with argon?
Figure 43 illustrates a fact that is well known in
the welding community. That is, much more fume is
generated with helium-based shield gases compared with
65
those based on argon. Eager has attributed this increase 
to differences in thermal conductivity. According to the 
kinetic theory of gases, thermal conductivity is 
proportional to the inverse square root of the mass of 
the atom. Since the molecular weight of helium is one 
tenth that of argon, the thermal conductivity of helium 
is the square root of ten, or about three times greater 
then that of argon.
If convection controlled heat transfer to the welding 
electrode, this would be a legitimate explanation for 
higher fume rates. However, as pointed out in chapter 3, 
convection or conduction through the boundary layer 
accounts for only about 15% of total heat transferred 
from arc to electrode. Thus, doubling the thermal 
conductivity can only increase heating by another 15% and 
cannot explain a factor of two or more increase in fume 
rate.
The difference in molecular weight between argon and 
helium also has a marked effect in mass transfer. As 
developed in chapter 3, the mass transfer coefficient can 
be expressed by







Both diffusivity and boundary layer thickness can be 
expected to change with fluid properties. Diffusivities 








For diffusion of iron through argon, D , from equation
FeA
2
3.8, was found to be 0.000562 m /s at 3150K and 
atmospheric pressure (see discussion on page 83). For 
diffusion of iron through helium at the same temperature 




D /D = ( (1/2M + 1/2M ) / (1/2M + 1/2M ) )
FeHe ' FeA ' Fe He ' Fe A '
2
x f (d +d )/(d +d )]
L 1 Fe A Fe He J
The molecular weights of iron, argon, and helium are
25
55.8, 40, and 4 respectively. Molecular diameters are 
2.52, 3.67, and 2.18 A. Based on these values, the
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2
diffusivity of iron through helium is 0.0038 m /s, an
increase of 6.7 compared with iron through argon.
23
According to Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot , the 







p = fluid viscosity 
p = gas density
x = distance from leading edge of plate 
v = fluid velocity
All other things being equal,
<5 P PA He A 1/2
T ~  = (("p— )( — )) (5.4)
He A He
Equation 3.10, as employed in chapter 3, expresses the 
viscosity of the shield gas.
-5 /MT
p =2.6693 x 10 2 g/cm-s. (3.10)
o Q






A r He \ He
M—  ( — ) ~Q (5-5)
He A A
Based on the appropriate molecular weights and atomic 
parameters this ratio is
A .  —  2
^He
40 / 2.576 x 0.4318
4 1 3.418 I ( 0.6504)= 1*19
Since density is proportional to molecular weight, at the 
same temperature and pressure.
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6 A P He M a 1/2 \ e  1/2
"5—  = ((”p— ) (TI— )) = ( (“m  ) 1.19)
He A He A
1/2
((4/40)1.19) = 0.35
Substituting the relative diffusivities and boundary 
layer thicknesses into equation 3.4, we have
k 6
T v f  - /DF.A)( ' 6 '7 * °-35 - 2 '3
This indicates that the diffusion flux of iron through 
helium should be about double its flux through argon.
Thus enhanced mass transfer rather than heat transfer is 
put forth as the answer to question #2.( True, small 
increases in heat transfer will increase the droplet 
temperature, which, will cause more fume. Also, as 
suggested in chapter 3, thermal emission may be a major 
source of energy to the electrode. If so, higher fume 
concentrations will increase arc emissivity, adding to 
the fume rate even more and increasing the electrode 
melting rate. )
Question #3. Why and how does welding mode affect fume 
rate?
To answer this question, it is necessary to review
material in chapter 3 put forth by Gray, Hewitt and 
53
Dare . They described five major mechanisms which create
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fume. These were illustrated in Figure 19 which is 
repeated here for convenience
1 Drop evaporation , fractioned, 
occurs during globular, spray and 
streaming transfer
2 Evaporation from the arc root, 
unfractionated,occurs during 
globular spray and streaming 
transfer
3 Explosive evaporation,
unfractionated, occurs during short
circuit and globular transfer*
4 Fine spray and spatter,
unfractionated,occurs during short
circuit and globular transfer*
5 Burning of spatter particles, fractionated and 
unfractionated, occurs in short circuit and globular transfer*
6 & 7 Weld pool and bead evaporation, fractionated.
(not considered significant in any mode).
Figure 19. The mechanisms of fume formation as described 
by Gray, Hewitt and Dare.
Mechanism 1 represents evaporation of metal from 
molten electrode drops as they form at the tip of the 
electrode and while they fall through the gas space to 
the plate. (As discussed in chapter three, evaporation 
while falling is negligible under most conditions.) Fume 
from this source will be fractionated or enriched in more 
volatile elements of the electrode.
Mechanism 2 covers evaporation from the arc root 
specifically, as separate from the rest of the drop. High
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temperature in this area causes a greater flux then from
the rest of the drop. According to Gray and coworkers,
this would contribute an unfractionated fume, similar to
73
the molten electrode in composition. Ulrich disagrees, 
arguing that fume from this source would also be 
fractionated. The mode of mass transfer has not changed, 
just the rate.
Mechanism 3 is described as explosive evaporation 
which occurs when current passes through a small diameter 
conduction such as the neck of a molten drop as it 
evaporates from the electrode. Because of intense 
resistance heating, molten material in this area boils 
rapidly or explosively. Fume from this source will be 
unfractionated.
Mechanism 4, is related to mechanism 3. Explosive 
evaporation ejects liquid droplets to form fine spray and 
spatter. This, of course, will be unfractionated.
Spatter may be hot enough to burn when ejected beyond 
the shield gas. Resulting fume, mechanism 5, may include 
both fractionated and unfractionated particles.
To explain how these mechanisms may change with 
welding mode, a composite of Figures 13,14 and 20 was put 
together in Figure 49. Figure 49a shows trends of the 
total fume according to welding mode as reported by Gray, 
Hewitt and Hicks. Various modes are illustrated in Figure 
49c. Short circuiting occurs at low power levels where 
molten electrode metal actually contacts molten base
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metal. This contact point erupts frequently to create 
fume and spatter. As voltage increases, a molten metal 
sphere forms at the end of the electrode, and a 
continuous plasma arc develops. In this mode, total fume 
generation reaches a peak. Increasing the voltage 
further, increases magnetic field force, and molten 
spheres seperate more frequently becoming smaller in 
diameter than the electrode. In this spray mode, total 
fume generation reaches a minimum. Increasing the voltage 
even more promotes melting into the electrode extension 
region. Transfer processes become more violent or 
turbulent, and fume rates rise markedly.
Figure 49b illustrates composition changes in 
stainless steel fume that accompany mode changes. 
Reference lines in Figure 49b indicate base composition 
of the electrode. At short circuiting, fume is 
fractionated. Volatile metals such as chromium and 
manganese are in concentrations higher than base levels 
while less-volatile iron and nickel are is lower in fume 
than in the base alloy. Evaporation from non-arc root 
areas (mechanism 1) probably prevails at this condition.
Increasing voltage causes a shift to globular mode. 
With this, as illustrated in Figure 49b, fume becomes 
unfractionated. This is attributed to a rising 
contribution from mechanism three, explosive evaporation 
and eruptions caused by high current densities through 
the neck as droplets separate. Vapors, fine spray, and













- -  i -  -j j — i Z.*Ni rZ. - i  — t—~ f » Mn (1.6%)
304 ss 
-  Fe (49%)
- Cr (13.5%) 
Ni (9.5%)
10 IS 20 25 30 3S 40 4S SO 5S
Voltage
r  Mo (1.6%)
Short-Circuit
10 IS 20 ZS 30 35 40 4S SO 55
Voltage
Globular Spray Streaming
Figure 49. a. Total fume versus voltage b.Fractionation 
of fume with voltage c.Electrode behavior in each mode.
the burning of spatter particles may all contribute 
significantly to fume during globular transfer. A
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predominance of mechanisms three and four would explain 
the unfractionated composition observed.
Increasing the voltage further brings spray transfer 
which is fractionated. The electrode becomes tapered and 
the molten sphere that develops becomes smaller than the 
electrode, the arc root envelopes the sphere and part of 
the electrode, and little explosive evaporation or 
ejection occurs. Under these conditions, mechanisms 1 and 
2 would be the only significant source of fume.
Finally, in streaming transfer, fume generation rate 
rises dramatically and continues to increase with 
voltage. Excess heating occurs, and fume becomes 
unfractionated as more violent mechanisms prevail and 
melting progresses up the electrode.
A summary of these effects is shown in Table 11. In 
future work scheduled at UNH, particle size and size 
distribution of fume emitted in these different modes 
will be measured. This should provide additional insight 
into the relative importance of these mechanisms.
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Table 11
Mechanisms involved in the different modes of fume 
creation.




X X X X
Arc Root 
Evaporation 














(mechanism 5) X  ( ? ) X X
* Considered to be dominant
Question #4. Why and how does pulsing the current lower 
fume generation rate?
As discussed in chapter three, the magnetic field 
force is given by
2
V
Fem " ~  f2 0.34)
As the current increases, so does the magnetic field
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force, pulling the droplets away from the electrode more 
frequently. In steady operation, higher current is 
accompanied by more power which requires a higher wire 
feed rate. In pulsed current welding, higher peak 
currents can be achieved, with no increase in power.
Thus, pulsing makes the drop size smaller. This in effect 
allows one to extend spray transfer conditions into what 
would otherwise be globular.
With pulsing, the base current (that at the bottom of 
the pulse) is normally very low, 25 amps. This is an 
order of magnitude below peak values. If the droplet 
discharges during the null portion of the cycle, there 
will be no explosive evaporation from the neck. This 
essentially eliminates mechanisms 3 and 4 and their 
contributions to the fume.
When the results for 308 stainless steel fume 
collected in this research are reviewed (Table 6), both 
the pulsed and steady current samples contain elevated 
concentrations of volatiles. Manganese is greatly 
elevated over the reference, and chromium is slightly 
elevated over the reference. Conversely, the non- 
volatiles iron and nickel are significantly below the 
baseline. This is fractionation, similar to that found 
by Grey, Hewitt and Dare and illustrated in Figure 49b. 
Both pulsed and steady current UNH were samples taken at 
spray transfer conditions where mechanisms 3 and 4 are 
suppressed.
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If these experiments had extended into the globular 
range, pulsing would be expected to expand spray transfer 
with its smaller droplets over a larger voltage range. 
Thus one would expect pulse-current fume to remain 
fractionated while steady current, globular fume became 
less fractionated with an increasing contribution from 
explosive evaporation and fumes spatter (mechanisms 3 and 
4). Experiment confirmation of this awaits completion of 
a refined fume chamber and more sophisticated sampling 
techniques. These are now under development at UNH.
Castner presents evidence that pulsing may extend the 
spray mode. He concluded that, under ideal welding 
conditions, pulsing generates less fume than steady 
current welding. One can interpret his various fume 
curves as evidance that pulsing broadens the voltage 
range over which spray transfer prevails.
Confocal microscope photographs (Figure 41) reflect 
no obvious size differences between spray and pulse 
current fume.
Surface area analysis was attempted as a means of 
gaining insight into the effects of pulse current on fume 
formation, but it was unsuccessful. Table 4 is the 
summary of fume specific surface areas and suggest a 
difference between steady and pulsed current samples. In 
steady conditions explosive evaporation, spatter and 
particle ejection from the shield gas is expected to 
create particles much larger than those formed by
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evaporative condensation and coagulation. According to
74
Ulrich and Riehl such coagulation essentially ceases
when particles become about 0.2 micron in diameter.
Unfortunately inconsistencies in the data of Table 4
undermine any conclusions one might draw from it.
Samples for BET analysis were made by cutting
identical pieces from a loaded filter paper, placed on
top of a clean filter. Then each was placed in an
adsorption cell. Fume sample mass, was normally about
0.01 grams, and filter paper was about 0.1 grams. It was
necessary to weigh filter and sample in the adsorption
cell, which itself weighed approximately 20 grams. Thus
weights needed to be accurate to 0.05% to even detect the
sample weight. The balance measured accurately to 0.1
milligram, or a factor of 100 less than the sample mass.
Nevertheless, errors from balance calibration, moisture
pickup, vibration, sample transfer, electrostatic pickup,
etc. made reliable analysis extremely difficult.
As illustrated in Table 4, a clean HEPA filter for
steady current sample registered a specific surface area 
2
of 7.4 m /g. For the pulsed current analysis the value
2
for clean filter was 3 m /g ± 0.8. Obviously the results 
should have been identical for both filters.
As mentioned in chapter 4, the AWS filter (coarse 
fiberglass flight insulation) was backed up with a 
standard HEPA filter in some experiments. The HEPA 
filters, in these cases, showed visible evidence of fume.
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but the weight was too small to measure. The appearance 
of the HEPA backup filters looked similar for both pulsed 
and steady current samples. Because of problems with fume 
characterization via surface area measurements, results 
in Table 4 are inconclusive.




As outlined in chapter 2, reliable health studies 
reveal an increased incidence of lung cancer among 
welders. This has not been linked directly to welding 
because the percentage of welders who smoke is greater 
than among the general population. Nevertheless, these 
studies have raised concern over possible negative health 
effects of welding fume, and stricter regulations have 
been proposed by OSHA because of this.
This study was intended to increase basic 
understanding of welding fume formation. Prior 
researchers. Gray Hewitt and Dare in particular, suggest 
that most fume is generated by several evaporative and 
explosive processes occurring at the end of the 
electrode. In this thesis, the model was expanded and 
quantified in an attempt to explain commonly observed 
fume phenomena.
An archetype apparatus was built and operated to
provide welding fume for preliminary analysis. Fume was
also collected for use in animal studies at the Harvard
School of Public Health. Results of these studies are
72
reported elsewhere.
Past research of others and experience in the welding 
industry has uncovered four prominent questions;
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(1) Why and how does the oxygen content of the shield 
gas effect fume generation?
(2) Why is more fume generated with helium than with 
argon as a shield gas
(3) Why and how does welding mode affect fume rate?
(4) Why and how does pulsing the current lower fume 
generation rate?
Results generated in this research confirm these 
observations. A theoretical explanation of question #1 
suggests that oxygen in the shield gas promotes fume 
generation by reducing the thickness of the boundary 
layer. Theoretical predictions strongly depend on the 
vapor pressure assumed for the molten metal droplet. The 
trends are qualitatively consistant, but to obtain good 
quantitative agreement, an unrealistically low vapor 
pressure must be assumed. Better data are needed before 
the model can be improved in this regard.
This analysis argues that more fume is generated with 
helium than with argon (question #2) because of the 
marked difference in diffusion coefficient. Others have 
attributed the differences to heat transfer, but we find 
convective heat transfer too small to explain this. When 
all factors including density and viscosity are 
considered,the mass transfer model yields predictions 
that closely match experimental results.
According to Gray, Hewitt and Dare mode effects fume 
generation (question #3) through a combination of
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evaporative and explosive processes. These processes are 
concentrated at the molten end of the electrode. Of the 
seven mechanisms proposed, theoretical calculations 
contained in this thesis help to identify mechanisms that 
apply to various current-voltage ranges or modes. To 
summarize, droplet evaporation accompanied by fines 
spatter and spatter combustion are prominent in short 
circuit transfer (refer to Table 11). At globular 
conditions, all mechanisms are relevant, but explosive 
evaporation and fine spatter are dominant. As the mode 
shifts toward spray transfer, the explosive processes are 
thought to subside leaving evaporation as the main 
mechanism of mass transfer. At the more intense condition 
of streaming transfer, all mechanisms are thought to 
contribute to the higher fume rates observed. Future work 
in progress at UNH, with more accurate measurements of 
fume rates and particle-size distributions, should 
provide insight into the connection between mode and 
fume.
Regarding question #4, we argue that pulsing 
decreases fume because it eliminates the explosive 
processes occurring at the neck of the droplet if current 
is at the null level during detachment. In effect, this 
has the effect of extending the range of the spray 
transfer.
Particle size analysis was indeterminant in this 
research. There appeared to be effects on particle size
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when welding was pulsed, but further investigation is 
needed before firm conclusions can be drawn.
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